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ABSTRACT

KEYWORDS

Learning management systems (LMS) such as
Blackboard (BB) is being used by many
universities in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia for
course delivery and course assessment. Authoring,
management, scheduled delivery, reporting, and
analysis of examinations over the blackboard is
being apportioned by Questionmark Perception
(QMP). In the present study this tool was tested in
the College of Medicine, King Khalid University,
with level three medical biochemistry students
during I and II semesters of 2013/2014. The
evaluation of this tool was to provide analysis on
the final theory exam according to medical
education guidelines. The question papers were
prepared using QMP for these two exams
involving 291 students (193 boys and 98 girls)
taking the exam. The required questions for the
exams were collected using QMP authoring
manager. All the Questions were of type 1
multiple choices. The stem of the selected
questions and choices of the answers were
randomized at the time of delivery and were thus
used to create the assessment. Statistical analysis
of the questions and student performance were
assessed using QMP reporter. Ample amount of
time was allotted for the exam as all the students
completed the online exam well in time. This
exam represented 35% of the total grade. QMP
analysis for the two online exams was very similar
with most of the questions being moderately
difficult and had a Cronbach’s Alpha reliability
index of 0.88.

Questionmark Perception, Blackboard, Online
Analysis, Assessment.
1. INTRODUCTION
A novel new approach opening all gates for
current teaching and learning processes in higher
education is Web-based learning. Various course
management systems (CMS) have been adopted
by many educational institutions worldwide.
These platforms facilitate almost all facets of
online teaching and assessing students [1-4]. Use
of e-Learning and learning management systems
(LMS) such as Blackboard were introduced to
support course delivery and course assessment in
Saudi Arabia [5,6]. Questionmark Perception
(QMP) is a powerful collaborative add-on tool that
provides an offline/online independent assessment
tool for tests, surveys and exams. This powerful
tool allows authoring, management, scheduled
delivery, reporting, and analysis of tests and
examinations [7, 8] as illustrated in Figure 1.
CREATE

REPORT

ANALYZE

SELECT

DELIVER

Figure 1: Questionmark Perception collaborative question
bank creation, item selection for assessment, scheduled
delivery, post assessment analysis and reporting loop.
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Electronic online assessment tools such as
Questionmark Perception (QMP) have many
advantages
over
traditional
paper-based
assessments. They save paper and are not limited
to time and place. They provide feedback to
educators as well as learners. If assessments are
limited to algorithm based grading, e.g. multiple
choice, multiple answer, true/false and matching
questions, the results can be provided almost
immediately. Over time, they are also cost and
labor effective. However, the initial infrastructure
setup may be expensive, and staff and student
reluctance or fear of use, stable internet
connections and the lack of timely technical
support can pose a hindrance to its use [9].
The Questionmark Perception licensed software
can be divided into three parts. The first part is an
offline/online Windows software called Author
Manager (version 5.7, 2015). It runs on the
Microsoft Windows platform and allows authoring
of more than 20 different types of questions, all
collected and stored in local or remote databases
called repositories. The second part of QMP is
online and involves a dedicated local or remote
web server where selected questions for
assessments are imported/exported. QMP is then
integrated with the LMS, allowing scheduled
assessments deployment. Once the assessments
have been deployed and delivered to learners, the
results are then collected by the third part of QMP.
This is the analysis and reporting part. The results
data collected can be analyzed and more than 11
different types of statistical reports can be
generated. This part is also online by gaining
secure access to the QMP web server [10].
Learning management systems (LMS) such as
Blackboard is being used by many universities in
the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia for course delivery
and course assessment. Authoring, management,
scheduled delivery, reporting, and analysis of
examinations over the blackboard is being
apportioned by Questionmark Perception (QMP).
In the present study this tool was tested in the
College of Medicine, King Khalid University,
with level three medical biochemistry students
during I and II semesters of 2013/2014. The
evaluation of this tool was to provide analysis on

the final theory exam according to medical
education guidelines. The question papers were
prepared using QMP for these two exams
involving 291 students (193 boys and 98 girls)
taking the exam. The required questions for the
exams were collected using QMP authoring
manager. All the Questions were of type 1
multiple choices. The stem of the selected
questions and choices of the answers were
randomized at the time of delivery and were thus
used to create the assessment. Statistical analysis
of the questions and student performance were
assessed using QMP reporter. Ample amount of
time was allotted for the exam as all the students
completed the online exam well in time. This
exam represented 35% of the total grade. QMP
analysis for the two online exams was very similar
with most of the questions being moderately
difficult and had a Cronbach’s Alpha reliability
index of 0.88.
1.1 Aim of the Study
To evaluate and test the QMP tool in the College
of Medicine, King Khalid University with level
three medical biochemistry students during I and
II semesters of 2013/2014. The tool will be tested,
in particular, to provide analysis and subsequent
feedback of the final theory exams and the items
used in the assessments according to the
guidelines set up by the College’s medical
education department.
2. METHODS
The question papers were prepared using QMP for
both the exams conducted in the medical college
for level three medical students in biochemistry
during I and II semesters of 2013/2014 involving,
291 students (193 boys and 98 girls) taking the
exam.
The required questions for the exams were
collected using QMP authoring manager. The
offline version of the software was used in order
to make sure that questions remain in a private
personal computer until such a time when they
were needed for the online exam. It also allowed
the staff exam committee of the department to
87
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discuss each question in detail, amend and edit
questions as deemed appropriate.
Multiple
choices answers with one best answer MCQ-1
were used as the type of questions for these final
exams. The stem of the selected questions and
choices of the answers were randomized at the
time of delivery and were thus used to create the
assessment. The exams were completely online
and were conducted simultaneously in two
different campuses (boys and girls). Ample
amount of time was allotted for the exam as all the
students completed the online exam well in time.
QMP reporter was used to provide statistical
analysis of the questions and student performance
was assessed using QMP reporter.

(continuous assessments and final theory and
practical exams) for I and II semester were as
follows: Grade A, 24 (8.2%), Grade B (21.0%),
Grade C, 100 (34.4%), Grade D, 84 (28.9%),
Grade F, 22 (7.6%). QMP questions statistics and
item analyses for the two online exams were very
similar with most of the questions being easy to
moderately difficult (Table 1 & Figure 2) while
others were satisfactory, some modifications may
be required, or completely revised with respect to
item discrimination (Table 2 & Figure 3). The
Cronbach’s Alpha reliability index was 0.88 for
both exams indicating excellent internal
consistency [11-13].
Table 1: Number of Question (70) in the various categories
of difficulty factor for the two final exams conducted by
QMP.

3. RESULTS
No difficulties or problems were encountered
during the exams and were completed smoothly.
All students completed the online exams well in
time. No offline, on-paper examinations were
required. The online electronic exams represented
35% of the total grade. The overall results

Semester
Semester 1
Semester 2

Easy
15
17

Moderate Difficult
53
48

2
5

Table 2: Number of Question in the various categories of recommended discrimination in the two final exams conducted by QMP [14]

D Range

Interpretation

0.4 – 1.0

Satisfactory
Discrimination
Some revision may be
required
Need revision
Removed or completely
revised

0.3 – 0.4
0.2 – 0.3
-1.0 – 0.2

Semester 1
Qs in the %
exam
Discrimination
29
42%

Qs in the
exam
21

Semester 2
%
Discrimination
30%

18

26%

20

29%

13
10

18%
14%

13
16

19%
22%
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Figure 2: Shows item difficulty and discrimination indices for final theory exam in semester 1 (2013/2014).
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Figure 3: Shows item difficulty and discrimination indices for final theory exam in semester 2 (2013/2014).
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4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION:
Questionmark perception (QMP) is a very
helpful tool in conducting examinations at
university level, either online or offline. It
also provides excellent analysis of the
questions, feedback, students’ performance
and reliability of the assessments.
QMP is limited due to the drawbacks that
there will be an online student’s sense of
isolation as they feel more impersonal over
the electronic media. In the event of a
technical or temporary internet connection
failure, students may feel a sense of
disruption and distraction [15]. In our
university, QMP is mostly used for
multiple choice quizzes provided by the
software publisher, but these types of
assessments lack creativity and may not be
suitable to the specific needs of the
learners. Creating online tests in QMP may
be very tedious and time-consuming [16].
It is not as easy as simply uploading the
Microsoft Word version of the test.
Instead, instructors have to either copy and
paste each question’s text and each
individual answer’s text into the
application, mark the correct answers, and
customize feedback and setting options or
modify the Microsoft Word file using the
format required for import into QMP.
Moreover, some students may not be
accustomed to taking quizzes and tests
online, and they may need some handholding early in the semester before they
feel comfortable with the technology.
Cheating on an online test is as simple as
opening up another window and searching
Google or asking a classmate for the
correct answers. Furthermore, cheating on
online multiple choice tests is near
impossible for the instructor to prevent or
catch without technical knowledge. The
software developers have introduced
security measures to prevent such cheating
though the technology that makes online
tests possible is a great thing, but can also
cause problems. If we do online testing,
we should have a back-up plan for students

who have technical difficulties and be
ready to field some frantic emails from
students who have poor internet
connections or faulty computers [17].
Despite the drawbacks listed here, there
are some definite advantages to online
testing. Although creating online tests is
labor-intensive, once a test is developed in
QMP, it is relatively easy to transfer it and
repeat it in other courses. It allows for a
high degree of customization in the
feedback students get in response to each
answer that they submit. As an instructor,
one could leverage this tool as another way
to engage with students about course
content. Online tests are asynchronous and
can be accessed on a variety of devices. If
students buy the mobile app, they can even
take a test from their smartphone. The
flexibility offered by online testing can be
a great solution for learners with busy
schedules or when unexpected class
cancellations occur. While it is hard to
prevent cheating, online tests do offer
many settings for instructors to randomize
questions, impose test taking time limits,
and restrict attempts. Testing in an online
environment can be a lot more interactive
than traditional paper and pen tests.
Instructors can embed multimedia in test
questions to provide more engaging
assessments [18]. For example, students
may be asked to identify a particular area
of an image by directly clicking on it
instead of having to answer in written
form. In all likelihood, students are already
using online tools as study aids for their
courses. Instructors can better serve
students by providing them with custom
made study aids like online practice tests,
rather than entrusting students to rely on
outside resources that may not be valid
sources of information. For objective
question types like multiple-choice, QMP
will automatically grade student responses,
saving time for the instructor and
providing more immediate feedback to
students. Online tests can be more
accessible to students with disabilities who
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have assistive technologies built into their
computers than hand written tests are [19].
Given the advantages and disadvantages of
online testing, there are some practical tips
for applying this tool. One must be sure to
introduce online tests (and any other new
learning technologies in general) to
students early in the semester to reduce
technical issues and build desired study
habits among them. Using online tests as
ungraded practice tests or low stake
assignments will provide a useful selfcheck tool for students and greatly reduce
concerns about cheating. Another way to
avoid the cheating issue is to design online
tests to be open book assessments with a
time limit. Online tests can address student
demands for exam study guides. Students
must be provided with an online practice
test a few days before a traditional exam,
and this practice test must be similar to the
real thing [20]. If students are struggling
with a particular concept and a need for
formative assessment occurs, apply online
quizzes as a just in time assessment to help
identify areas where extra practice is
needed. Staff should also try using online
pre- and post- tests as a way to measure
student learning over the course of a
curricular unit. This approach is especially
useful for competency-based learning
models that focus on mastery of skills over
time spent learning.
The statistical analysis in our study,
however, highlights a few concerns. As
per this analysis, about 35 to 40% of the
questions in the exam fall in the
discrimination range which needs item
revision and / or item removal. But as
QMP is designed for the purpose of
various exams including competitive
exams, the consensus is that our exam
being for undergraduates, targeted towards
assessing the understanding of the subject
matter by the student and not creating any
competition between students (as is done
in some entrance exams), a discrimination
index of up to 40% is acceptable. If this

index is low, many students will fail to
pass through the exam. Traditionally, an
undergraduate medical exam should
evaluate a student’s knowledge upto 35 %
and if he can recognize the subject, at least
up to 35% of the questions asked, he is
deemed to be aware of the concept and the
theme under study. Thus, he should be
given a chance to further continue with the
study of the topic.
Therefore, it is
concluded that a university exam can have
a discrimination index of up to 40% and so
the questions need not be revised nor
removed.
Off-course, had it been a
competitive exam, it is recommended to
remove such questions.
Here is a
suggestion to the team of QMP makers to
add another parameter in the statistical
analysis giving the option of University
exam or competitive exam [21].
Although current data does not fall within
the preview of the recommended
discrimination index, it is felt that these
exams being an assessment of the level of
understanding by undergraduate students
and not a competitive exam makes QMP a
valid and advantageous tool for
assessments in a medical college.
Questionmark Perception version 5.7 is a
comprehensive wide ranging assessment
system with many features useful in most
subjects and institutions. However, for
medicine-based subjects, there is no
automatic marking of anatomical, surgical
or equivalent answers. Random parameters
are not used. The authoring of questions is
particularly straightforward using the
wizard. However, there is more scope for
customization and author control. The
tryout feature for a question before
inclusion in a test is invaluable. Feedback
provision is excellent. The tagging of
questions gives flexibility in test
construction. The support offered is
extensive through manuals and online. The
report system provides in depth academic
and statistical reports [22].
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Paper exams also limit the possibilities for
questions. Now, rather than having four
choices on a multiple choice question one
can include as many as nine or ten choices
in QMP. Perception also enables staff to
include fill-in-the blank questions that can
also be automatically scored. Using
computerized testing also enables us to
randomize the questions. Every student
gets the same exam but all of the questions
come in a different order. Even the choices
are randomized. That makes the tests more
secure and greatly reduces the temptation
to cheat [23].
Questionmark Perception provides a lot of
options that makes creating questions,
setting up assessments and seeing the
results, very useful. Is it a perfect product?
Overall, QMP is a very powerful tool that
is relatively easy to use and has a place in
any enterprise that is in need of creating
and delivering electronic assessments.
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ABSTRACT

KEYWORDS

Many higher education providers have opted for
blended learning as a modern mode of course
delivery to reach isolated communities around the
globe. This paper describes how the Maldives
National University (MNU) caters to the
disadvantaged community of the country who live
in a number of scattered islands. It mainly
highlights how the University adopted and applied
blended learning to reach the citizens of the Indian
Ocean archipelago. It also describes the course
delivery model being applied, the barriers facing the
university in implementing flexible learning and
how the challenges are being mitigated. The
identified challenges include the negative
perceptions of the general public about flexible
learning, learners‟ habits and attitudes towards
blended leaning, the internet speed and bandwidth
issues face by both the students and teachers and,
limited qualified teaching staff. Despite the
challenges, it is evident that the course delivery
model is appropriate and is being effectively applied
at the university. In the recent years the flexible
learning courses offered by MNU are very popular
among the islanders and the demand of the
programs has been rising. Records show that in the
past six years enrollment in courses offered through
blended learning has remarkably increased and has
stayed steady. The numbers indicate that the
learning model being used by the University is
effective for the isolated community of the nation.

Flexible learning, blended learning, block classes,
flipped classroom, learning management system

1. INTRODUCTION
Maldives is an Indian Ocean archipelago which
comprises of a total of 1192 islands. The
islands are naturally grouped in 26 atolls but for
administrative purposes they are considered as
20 atolls. In 2015, there were a total of 188
inhabited islands in the country with another
over 110 islands operated exclusively as tourist
resorts. From the remaining islands, over 125
being used for industrial and other purposes but
a larger proportion of the nation still remains as
uninhabited islands.
The Maldives is the smallest nation in the
region. The census records of 2014 shows that
the population of the country is just over
338,400 and 38% of the population live in the
capital city Male‟(National Bureau of Statistics,
2015).
The islands are dispersed in an area of over
900,000 square kilometers. However, just about
1% of area is land, leaving the remaining 99%
as varying levels of sea. This geographical
spread of the country necessitates a reliable sea
transport system for citizens to travel among
the islands. Even though currently there are ten
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operational domestic airports with few more
under construction, the main form of
transportation among the islanders is sea
transport. However, currently there is no
reliable, regular inter-island or inter-atoll public
ferry service that covers the whole country.
Universal primary education is accessible and
mandatory for all the children across the
country. However, in many islands, secondary
and higher secondary education is limited for
various reasons. According to the Ministry of
Education (2015), the total student population
in 2015 was 88,341 and 75% of them were
studying at primary level (grades 1-7) which
means only a quarter of the student population
study at secondary and higher secondary levels.
According to the World Bank (2015), the
country‟s higher secondary education gross
enrollment is 35% which is comparatively
lower than the other middle-income countries.
The average higher secondary education gross
enrollment for middle-income and uppermiddle income countries is 61% and 76%,
respectively (World Bank 2015, p.89). The
Maldives is ranked as a middle-income country
by the World Bank.
The country‟s higher education system has
improved significantly in the recent years.
Status of a university was issued to two higher
education providers; The Maldives National
University and The Islamic University of the
Maldives, in 2011 and 2015, respectively. Both
of these state universities were running as
colleges for decades before they were given the
university status. In addition, a number of
private higher education providers have
developed remarkable institutions and are
necessary in meeting the higher educational
demand in the country. Despite these successes,

number challenges exist in meeting the higher
educational needs, primarily due to the
dispersed nature of the island community.
Even though the islands are geographically
dispersed, many services are provided through
a centralized system. One example is higher
education, where the capital city, Male‟, is
considered as the main hub for all the higher
education providers. Therefore, their main
teaching facilities are located in Male‟ despite
the fact that the public universities and few
other colleges have established some of their
campuses or learning centres in some atolls.
However, due to the economic instability of the
country and the small population of the
individual islands, it is not feasible for any of
the universities or colleges to build a physical
facility in every island, or even in every atoll.
Hence, providing higher education to the island
community is a huge challenge for the
government of the Maldives. This also
increases the need for an effective and a
flexible learning model for the atoll
community.
Like the educational sector, telecommunication
infrastructure of the country has developed
quite significantly in the recent years. The
Maldives has set the goal to become one of the
ICT developed countries in the SAARC region
(Communications Authority of Maldives,
2014). To reach this target, a substantial effort
is being made by the country which has resulted
in a fairly developed internet and mobile phone
infrastructure.
This
includes
providing
3G/4G/LTE internet access to all of the
inhabited islands of the nation. According to the
Communications Authority of the Maldives
(2016), there are currently over 761,000
registered mobile phone users (almost double
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the country‟s population) and over 260,000
registered fixed and mobile internet users.

systematic correspondence education in the
country.

Considering the challenges facing the higher
educational sector and the fairly developed
telecommunications sector, the MNU has
implemented flexible learning programs that
utilizes telecommunication sector fairly
extensively. This paper outlines how flexible
learning programs are developed and
implemented by the MNU to reach the
disadvantaged remote island community.

In partnership with Open Polytechnic of New
Zealand, the COL offered two undergraduate
degree programs in early 2000s (Hashim, 2014)
as its first distance education programs.
However, both the programs were largely
unsuccessful due to many factors, such as lack
of learning support, poor level of students‟
educational background and low number of
enrollment. With this experience it was decided
that COL would conduct its own programs so
that they can be more tailored to the students‟
needs. With this target, in 2002 a certificate
level teacher education program was developed
and offered mainly to the untrained teachers of
the island schools. In addition, a foundation
level English language program was also
offered in 2004 with the goal to open a path to
prospective students who may wish to pursue
higher education. Both the programs were
conducted using distance learning methods. The
foundation level English language program was
offered until 2011, and since then the program
has been revised and is now offered as a
blended learning program.

2. HISTORY OF DISTANCE EDUCATION
IN THE MALDIVES
A non-formal education system for adults has
existed in the Maldives for nearly 60 years
(UNESCO, 2006). However, the records show
that distance education officially started in the
country in 1987 by then Centre for Non-Formal
Education, a branch of the Ministry of
Education. The main mandate given to the
institution was to provide basic literacy
education to the remote island community.
With the literacy education program, short
awareness programs were conducted for the
individuals (UNESCO, 2006).
Distance education in a more systematic way
was introduced in 1999 with the establishment
of the Tertiary Institute for Open Learning
(currently named as Centre for Open Learning)
under then Maldives College of Higher
Education (currently named as The Maldives
National University). After the inauguration of
the Centre for Open Learning (COL), it was
given the mandate for developing and
conducting distance education programs to the
island community. It was the beginning of a

3. INTRODUCING BLENDED LEARNING
PROGRAMS
As a development project, E-Learning was
introduced to the university by COL in 2008
(Hashim, 2014). Moodle was adopted as the
first Learning Management System (LMS) of
the university in 2009. As a pilot project,
initially the LMS was used as a supplementary
learning tool for the students of MNU Business
School where all students were pursuing regular
face-to-face programs. Distance learning
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students started using the LMS a year later with
the introduction of blended learning programs.
Blended learning at the University was
introduced by the COL in 2010 for distance
learning students. With the new mode of the
course delivery, students of three different
programs officially started their studies and
used the LMS as their virtual learning platform.
These students belonged to the courses;
Advanced Certificate in Human Resource
Management, Diploma in Dhivehi Language
Teaching and Diploma in Early Childhood
Education. Since then, a substantial effort has
been made by the COL to strengthen the
blended learning programs of the university. As
a result, the learning model has been enhanced
and applied more effectively in various
educational disciplines and in more levels and
programs.
4. WHY BLENDED LEARNING?
Blended learning is a combination of
conventional face-to-face learning and online
learning (Pima et al., 2016; Means et al., 2014;
Azizan, 2010, Garrison and Kanuka, 2004). In
blended learning, the electronic learning tools
supplement in the learning process but do not
replace face-to-face learning (Welker and
Berardino, 2005). Some authors refer to this
approach as “hybrid-learning” (Means et al.,
2013; Lee et al., 2013). Daniel (2016) described
that most of the writers and institutions
consider „blended‟ and „hybrid‟ learning under
the same denotation, although conceiving
hybrid learning as a particular type of blended
learning is more meaningful. According to
Christensen Institute (2016), blended learning is
a formal education program in which students
study at least part of their learning through

online. The author noted that blended learning
is a flexible learning model which comprised of
any combination of electronic learning tools
and a portion of face-to-face instruction.
Blended learning has several advantages,
especially in a country like the Maldives. As
noted by Garrison and Kanuka (2004) it is an
effective strategy for the universities. Owston et
al. (2013) pointed out that institutions see
blended learning approach convenient as it
makes efficient use of physical facilities such as
classrooms while the faculty benefits by
increasing flexibility in their teaching
schedules. For the students, the model allows
them to learn on their own time, pace and more
independently outside the classroom which also
reduces classroom face-to-face learning hours
(Means et al., 2014; Azizan, 2010; Köse, 2010).
Furthermore, it gives control to the students
over the time, place, path and pace with regard
to their learning activities (Christensen
Institute, 2016; Lee et al., 2013). Lloyd-Smith
(2010) argued that blended learning increases
student interaction which helps to create a more
inclusive learning environment. Such learning
environments lead diverse groups of students to
experience richer and more productive learning
opportunities.
Blended learning appears to be one of the best
approaches in a country like the Maldives
where higher educational resources are limited
and target student population is dispersed in
many islands. In addition, a large proportion of
the prospective students are working adults. In
such a context, as Owston et al. (2013) noted,
this model allows the use of limited facilities
more efficiently for the university along with
giving a range of learning flexibilities to the
students. Hence, in selecting the learning model
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for the Maldives, the main considerations were
given to the geographical landscape of the
country, availability of sufficient facilities, and
the diverse groups of the students. We agree
with Köse (2010) and Azizan (2010), blended
learning enables our students to access
knowledge while they live in isolated islands
and maintain the continuity of studies until they
meet their teachers in face-to-face classes.
In addition to the geographically dispersed
student community, our records indicate that
most students who enroll in blended learning
programs are adults who have multiple
responsibilities along with their studies. For
such
a
student
community,
more
individualization and flexibility has the
potential to meet the learning challenges and
enable them to succeed in their studies (Bates,
2015; Means et al., 2014; Azizan, 2010; Köse,
2010). Lloyd-Smith (2010) pointed out that this
method maximizes student engagement by
increasing interaction between both fellow
students and teachers which we also have
observed at MNU. Hence, we believe that the
delivery model being used is convenient,
appropriate and effective for both to the
students and to the University.
5. THE DELIVERY MODEL
With the e-learning development project
conducted by COL in 2010, an e-learning
component was incorporated into all distance
education programs offered by the University.
Since then blended learning has been applied in
all the distance learning programs. The model
was developed based on the need of the target
learners. Figure 1 explains the delivery model
being applied by the COL.

Figure 1: The delivery model

As figure 1 shows, the learning model
comprises of two main components which are
technology-enabled instructions and face-toface instructions. Each semester begins with
technology-enabled
instructions
through
Gateway to E-Learning at MNU (GEM), the
learning management system of MNU.
The MNU offers two academic terms each year.
In the beginning of each term, blended learning
students start their studies with online learning
component as shown in figure 1. Study
materials with required study instructions are
provided to students through the LMS where
they start learning from the first week. Usually
students are asked to spend the first three or
four weeks to get familiarized with the content
by self-studying, watching videos, interacting
with fellow students and tutors, and doing
weekly activities. It is similar to “flipped
classroom” approach.
The flipped classroom is an instructional model
in which face-to-face teaching and selfstudying components of a course are reversed
(Baepler et al., 2014; Bishop and Verleger,
2013; Educause, 2012) and it engages students
with the content outside the formal classroom
(Butt, 2014). Nouri (2016) described flipped
classroom as an approach which inverts
traditional teaching by flipping what usually
students do in class with what is normally done
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out of the class. As explained by Bishop et al.
(2013) flipped classroom is an educational
technique where interactive group learning
activities occur inside the classroom while
individual direct learning instructions are given
outside the classroom using a computer-based
platform. In such a context, classroom time is
usually dedicated for tutorial activities where
students mainly engage with group activities,
discussions, and lecturer feedback, etc. (Baepler
et al., 2014; Verleger, 2013).
Even though the flipped classroom approach is
a fairly new concept, it is seen as an effective
model in many instances that develop students‟
critical thinking, problem-solving skills and
enhance their independent learning (Flores et
al. 2016). Various studies have revealed that the
flipped classroom approach is an effective
pedagogical method in different higher
education contexts (Baepler et al., 2014; Butt,
2014; Bishop and Verleger, 2013; Berrette,
2012).
This model was chosen for the blended learning
students of the MNU for few reasons. The
primary reason was almost all the target
students of the university are fulltime
employees who live in dispersed islands and
need to travel for formal in-classroom sessions.
These factors limit students to attend daily
classes and cover all the learning contact hours
in the class. Therefore, for this group of
students the limited face-to-face hours are
allocated mainly for tutorial group activities
where students are required to do self-study on
their own time prior to the tutorial sessions.
We agree with Roehl et al. (2013) and Tucker
(2012), that flipped classroom model allows
instructors to find more time for classroom
learning activities while students engage with

the main content outside the class. The
approach is appropriate for the MNU where
blended learning students are usually required
to cover one-third of the direct contact hours
face-to-face.
The
carefully
designed
instructions and activities are given to the
students via the LMS of the University.
Throughout each semester, students are usually
required to attend face-to-face classes during
two weekends. In each weekend, students are
expected to spend 8-10 hours to do tutorial
activities for each course. Hence, these block
sessions are mainly utilized to carryout
interactive group learning activities, to clarify
students‟ queries and doubts, to conduct
controlled assessments, such as mid-term
exams and presentations. This approach helps
the university to maintain the quality of the
course delivery while also increasing student
retention.
6. CHALLENGES
The MNU has had a number of challenges in
implementing blended learning programs in the
last six years. First and foremost, the negative
perceptions of the public are seen as the biggest
barrier to develop flexible learning. Many
individuals, even academics seem to have less
trust on blended learning programs and often
argue in favor of conventional face-to-face
teaching. This creates an environment which
makes things more difficult to get adequate
support for the faculties. We believe that this
negative view is not seen only in the Maldives
but similar disagreements occur among the
scholars in various contexts around the globe.
However, since the Maldives is a small island
nation where the resources are limited and this
learning model is relatively new, the impact is
substantially more significant.
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Secondly, despite the fact that 3G/4G and/or
LTE broadband mobile internet is accessible in
around the country, many students have
legitimate concerns about the internet speed and
bandwidth issues. Fixed home internet is not
accessible in all islands, nearly all our students
use USB dongles to access internet to carry out
their online learning activities. This is one of
the major concerns of many students and
faculties. It also hinders the use of our
electronic materials effectively in blended
learning courses as many students find difficult
to download learning materials from our LMS.
Another challenge we face is lack of trained
staff who work in implementing effective Elearning. Currently we have very limited
academic staff that have sufficient knowledge
and experience of E-learning/instructional
design. Almost all of our faculties working in
blended learning delivery team are from
conventional teaching background with no or
very limited knowledge of E-learning or
instructional design. Although the staff are
given a short and unofficial induction program
upon joining the COL, the training appears to
be not adequate for the staff for E-facilitation.
This significantly affects our E-learning design
and course delivery.
Finally, students‟ learning habits appears to be
challenging for MNU to apply effective
blended learning techniques. Many students,
specifically more recent graduates of GCE O/A
Level often prefers spending more time in the
classroom with their teachers. In some cases,
even older students also expect more face-toface teaching where “everything is taught” at
the classroom. These students demand to teach
each and every topic of the course outline
during the weekend block classes, which is

practically not feasible. This mindset appears to
be changing lately and it is evident that many
students, particularly older students enjoy
blended learning using the concept of flipped
classroom.
7. THE SUCCESS
Since the University introduced blended
learning programs in 2010, the learning model
has been seen as an effective approach to run
academic programs for the disadvantaged
community of the country. The enrollment of
the blended learning programs indicates that the
isolated populations of the country need a
flexible mode of course delivery to attain
higher qualifications while they live and work
in their islands.

Figure 2: The student enrollment (Source: MNU Annual
Reports 2011- 2015)

Figure 2 indicates total enrollment of the MNU
and the number of students enrolled in blended
learning programs at COL in the last seven
years. As figure 2 shows, the enrollments of
blended learning programs sharply increased in
2010 which was the year the learning model
was introduced at the university. Since then the
student enrollment has plateaued to around 18%
of total student population. The rest of the
students belong to face-to-face, conventional
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programs of the other Faculties/Centres of
MNU.
Records of the MNU indicate that in 2009, only
187 students were registered for distance
learning programs at the COL. All of these
students were enrolled in English for Further
Studies (EFS), a one-semester, foundation level
English language program. However, the
number of programs and students remarkably
increased with the introduction of blended
learning in 2010. The average annual
enrollment of the COL rose from 180 to 10001200 by 2015. In the last six years over 7100
students have enrolled in flexible learning
programs. Table 1 shows the number of
students enrolled at COL for blended learning
programs from 2010 to 2015.
Table 1: Number of students enrolled in levels of programs
(2010-15)

Level of Program

No. of Students

Foundation

3154

Certificate

835

Diploma

2316

Bachelors

418

PGC

406

Masters

47

TOTAL

7176
Source: MNU Annual Reports 2011 – 2015

Another interesting factor worth highlighting
about the model is the course completion rate.
According to the MNU annual report (2014),
the course completion rate of blended learning
programs has stayed above 66.4% in recent
years while the average of face-to-face
programs were 72.7%. The 6% difference
shows that the university‟s blended learning
model is pedagogically sound and suitable for
the target student community.

8. CONCLUSIONS
The Maldives National University has reached
almost all of it‟s isolated island community by
conducting blended learning programs. The
Indian Ocean archipelago has limited options in
reaching the needy community due to the
geographical and economic constraints. To
minimize these challenges, blended learning
has been utilized as an effective tool to deliver
various levels of higher education programs
from certificate to postgraduate level. Despite
the challenges faced by the University, high
enrollments and the course completion rates
show that the blended learning model applied at
the university is pedagogically sound for
different disciplines and levels of programs of
studies. The Flipped Classroom concept helps
the fulltime working students, especially the
island community to pursue higher education
programs which were unavailable for them for
many years. The learning programs have
opened pathways for many individuals in their
careers in terms of reaching higher education or
increasing prospects of new job opportunities.
Hence, the blended learning model being
applied at the university is viewed as an
effective delivery model to mitigate higher
educational barriers faced by the isolated,
disadvantaged community of the Maldives.
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ABSTRACT
The implementation of learning technologies across
organisations is rarely uniform despite apparent
equity in access to training and support. The
research aims to explore the origins of differential
adoption in the context of the introduction of a
learning management system. Three exploratory
studies are described, conducted as parts of a
longitudinal insider action research project. The first
draws on one of the authors‘ reflective journal that
transcends
the
introduction,
launch,
and
implementation of a pan-university Learning
Management System. The second analyses focus
group data, firstly, from technology staff supporting
the adoption process and, secondly, from teaching
staff who adopted the new system. The third
reviews training feedback questionnaires filled out
by teaching staff who attended training sessions. By
triangulating data from three approaches, we
provide insights into the antecedent attitudes and
capacities which shape the adoption of learning
technologies by academic teaching staff. The
implications for supporting learning technology
adoption is outlined.

KEYWORDS
Educational technology, Learning technologies,
Learning management
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adoption, Higher education

1 INTRODUCTION
Learning Management System (LMS) refers to
the infrastructure that allows teaching staff to
design and deliver instructional content,
supervise learning progress, and communicate
with learners in the online environment [1-3].
LMSs have been extensively implemented by

universities in recent years [4, 5], often with the
assumption that an LMS will stimulate change
in teaching practice to better meet students‘
learning needs and enhance a university‘s
competitiveness [2, 3]. However, researchers
[4, 6, 7] have argued that an LMS may not
achieve its potential in transforming education,
as studies have consistently demonstrated that
LMSs are used primarily for material
distribution rather than as a means of enhancing
communication or interaction [8-10]. This may
not be too much of a surprise since not only has
information systems research documented
various
resistance
behaviours
when
organisations implement IT innovations [11],
but change management research has also
indicated that only 30% of organisational
changes will be adopted by employees [12].
Similarly, in the field of educational change and
teacher development, the underuse of
educational
technologies
and
teachers‘
resistance to change has been reported [13, 14].
The research explores the origins of differential
adoption and ways to better facilitate the
adoption process in a New Zealand university
where a new LMS is implemented. Our
research emphasizes the human and contextual
aspects of LMS adoption.
The remainder of the paper unfolds in the
following way. We first briefly review the
literature on innovation diffusion, information
systems, and educational technologies. Second,
we describe our research approach and context.
Then, we present our findings from analyses of
reflective journal, focus group and training
evaluation. We conclude by discussing our
research findings and suggesting directions for
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future research and the implications for
supporting learning technology adoption.
2 LITERATURE REVIEW
Influenced by Rogers‘ [15] seminal work on
innovation
diffusion,
researchers
view
technology adoption as a behavioural change
resulting from individuals‘ decision making
[16]. The assumption of adoption as a decision
made by the adopter has been accepted in many
fields, such as medical and healthcare [17],
education [18], and sociology [19]. In addition,
innovation diffusion theory primarily deals with
diffusion, which describes how innovations
spread through a whole population rather than
explaining adoption at the individual level [15,
16]. However, this assumption may not explain
technology adoption in organisations where
employees‘ adoption is mandated. Employees‘
technology adoption in organisations may be
reflected as a process of learning about and
making use of the technology to achieve work
tasks [16]. Therefore, adoption research
following the tradition of innovation diffusion
theory
may
not
provide
sufficient
understanding of differential adoption among
employees in organisational context.
Research in the discipline of information
systems has studied the use of computers and
information systems [20, 21]. Some of the most
significant theories and models, such as Theory
of Planned Behaviour [22, 23], Technology
Acceptance Model [24, 25], and Unified
Technology Acceptance and Use Theory [21]
have been applied to various settings. Cognitive
factors, such as perceived ease of use[20],
usefulness[20], performance expectation[21],
efforts expectation[21], and self-efficacy[26],
as well as contextual factors, such as social
influence[27],
behavioural
control[28],
facilitating conditions and support[27], are
identified as predictors of intention to use and
actual use of technologies. However, this
stream of research views the use in a

dichotomous manner: use or non-use. The use
of computers or information systems is
measured by the number of features used and
use frequencies [27, 29, 30]. While this
approach provides an assessment of use, it does
not enable us to understand how the use came
about or the purpose to which it is put.
Researchers have realised that the use of
technologies may occur at different levels and a
dichotomous view may not represent reality.
For instance, Burton-Jones and Straub [31]
suggested that, instead of measuring the
frequency of use, system use should encompass
three elements: the system, the work tasks, and
the people. Jasperson and Carter [32] described
three types of use behaviours: individual feature
adoption decision, individual feature use, and
individual feature extension. Saeed and
Abdinnour [33] developed this idea and
identified three stages of use: routinization
stage, infusion stage, and extension stage.
However, this research still takes a featurecentric view, which concerns the actual usage
of system features, but fails to represent the
dynamics of human behaviour in the process of
learning to use technologies.
Within educational settings, attempts have been
made to understand the use of LMSs. For
instance, Cigdem and Topcu [34] combined the
Technology Acceptance Model and the Theory
of Planned Behaviour to explore the use of an
LMS. Janossy [35] proposed a five-level model
to capture the richness of LMS use. However,
the former only measures the intention to use
which is an over-simplification, whereas the
latter remains within a feature-centric view that
cannot capture the differential behaviour of
individuals engaging with technologies.
Research on technology integration and
classroom technology has shown some unique
findings
regarding
teachers‘
use
of
technologies. First, teachers‘ beliefs about
technology have been suggested in shaping
their subsequent use of technologies [36-39].
This is similar to information systems research
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where general computer self-efficacy, and
attitude towards computers are predictive of
specific software-related self-efficacy and use
[40-43]. Second, teachers‘ beliefs about
teaching are identified as having a positive
influence on technology use [44-46]. Anderson
and Groulx [47] and Petko [48] both found that
constructive
beliefs
were
significant
antecedents of teachers‘ technology integration.
Information systems researchers [49-51] have
suggested that the fit between work practice
and information systems predicts system use.
Further, teachers‘ beliefs about teaching, which
is reflected in teachers‘ work practice, may
influence their use of technology. Third,
teachers‘ identity and openness to change have
also been found to affect use of learning
technologies [52-54].
3 METHOD
We take an insider action research approach.
Action research is viewed as a collaborative,
reflexive, and interventionist process concerned
with developing practical knowledge [55, 56].
It is characterised as a participatory and
democratic process that seeks solutions to
practical problems with the combination of
theory and practice, as well as action and
reflection [57, 58]. Insider action research
refers to situations where members of an
organisation seek to inquire into the working of
their own organizational system [59], and it has
become an important way of understanding and
changing organisations [60]. We select this
approach because insider action research can
generate useful knowledge about how
organisations manage change, and how key
actors perceive and enact their roles concerning
change [61]. We believe that in contexts where
change is implemented as a top-down decision,
a bottom-up, democratic research approach may
provide additional insights that might have been
overlooked by the organisation.

The research took place at the Business School
of a New Zealand university. A new LMS was
implemented university-wide to replace the
existing LMS. The idea of introducing a new
LMS was to improve students‘ learning
experience and enhance the university‘s
teaching practice. The new LMS is perceived to
be excellent at enabling interaction between
teachers and students, supporting various forms
of learning and teaching, as well as integrating
other educational technologies currently used
by teaching staff. The decision to replace the
current LMS was made in early 2014, and the
new LMS was chosen by the university
management in early 2015. In June 2015, the
university formally announced the decision, and
LMS facilitators were recruited two months
later from Schools and Faculties within the
university. LMS facilitators were provided with
initial training in the middle of August 2015
and they were assigned to each Faculty to
provide training and support. By the end of
March 2016, university staff have used the new
LMS for designing and delivering courses.
Within the Business School, the Learning and
Teaching Team was tasked with supporting the
LMS adoption, and around 150 Business
School staff attended two-hour foundation
sessions, special topic sessions, one-to-one
sessions, and were provided with email and
24/7 phone support. The LMS project team
consisted of nine technology staff members: a
project manager, a learning designer, a media
producer, four LMS facilitators, and two
undergraduate students who worked part-time
to support training and staff inquires, as well as
the Director of Learning and Teaching. The
first author was employed as one of LMS
facilitators by the project team.
We obtained qualitative data through two
approaches and three sources. The first source
was a reflective journal, which was written in
the first person, aimed at developing
understanding, and making connections [62]. It
emphasizes the importance of learning from
practice, which accords with practical-oriented
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action research. Written reflection has always
had a place within ethnographic methods [62]
and has been considered as a form of qualitative
data, especially for action research [63].
However, different from field notes, reflective
journals are more subjective as they aim to seek
practical solutions through reflexivity [64].
The first author worked as a technology staff
member within the Business School, and, as
part of his team role, he compiled a reflective
journal. Content from the researcher‘s reflective
journal used in this research covers the period
from July 2015 to March 2016, encompassing
the introduction, launch, and implementation of
the LMS. Jasper [62] indicated that analysis of
reflective writing can be approached in the
same ways as any other narrative data. We used
conventional content analysis [65] to analyse
the reflective journal, with the assistance of
data analysis software Nvivo 11.
We also conducted focus groups from two
sources. Focus groups are considered
appropriate to elicit participants‘ attitudes and
perceptions [66] and are commonly used for
exploratory research [67].
The two focus groups were held after the
launch of the first wave of courses. We used the
same interview guideline which was based on
findings from existing literature, the reflective
journal, and issues encountered by technology
staff. The project manager sent the invitations
to the participants and arranged the focus
groups. The second author, the Director of
Learning and Teaching, facilitated the focus
groups. Discussions in both sessions were
recorded and transcribed.
The first focus group was held in early March
2016 with the aim of capturing perceptions
from technology staff. Nine technology staff
members participated in the focus group. The
second focus group was conducted one month
later, and the participants comprised seven
teaching staff members. Both focus groups
were around one hour in duration. Similarly, we

used Nvivo 11 to conduct conventional content
analysis.
We further analysed qualitative feedback from
staff who attended training sessions provided
by technology staff in the Business School with
the aim of informing practice. We used training
feedback as complementary data [68]. Together
with reflective journals and focus group data
which explores the origins of differential
adoption among teaching staff, training
feedback was analysed to shade light upon
ways that may better facilitate the LMS
adoption. A two-hour training was provided to
staff during the LMS introduction phase.
Training feedback was sought after each
training session via online questionnaires and
paper copies. The questionnaire asks about
overall satisfaction with the training session,
improvements that can be made for the training
session, and additional resources and support
needed after training sessions. In total, there are
107 online and paper copies returned.
4 RESULTS
4.1 Results from Reflective Journal
Four barriers and enablers were identified
through analysis of the journal. They were
computer skills, emotions, conceptions of the
role of an LMS, and the desire to re-create old
work practice in the new environment.
Computer skills were identified repeatedly in
the journal as barriers to mastering the LMS
functionality. The journal referred to teaching
staff‘s difficulties with simple tasks, such as
copy and paste; “when you don‟t know how to
copy and paste through keyboard shortcuts, it
is natural to spend 5 minutes to create 1
question (line1851)”, saving; “she did not save
the edit. It happened a few times so we ended
up editing again and again (line556)”, finding
downloaded files; “some staff did not know
1 Refers to the line number of the text from the reflective journal
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where to find the document downloaded from
the old LMS when the facilitator was
introducing the new LMS (line298)”, filing
conventions and collaboration protocols; “the
skill set should include work-related skills such
as document skills and collaboration skills
(line216)”, and inability to locate buttons and
features; “it was the locating of specific buttons
that troubled us (line 225)”, that may reflect a
lack of familiarity with website and system
layouts in general. The lack of computer skills
was posited as a distractor, an additional
cognitive load, a hindrance; “these basic skills
might hinder one‟s learning in terms of using
advanced information systems (line559)” and
time wastage. “If it takes 5 minutes to create a
single question… I do not think they will have
enough time to do it (line189-193)”.
Reflections include the observation that some
teaching staff were unaware that their skills
were limited; “they did not realise that they
needed to develop their computer skills
(line199)” and erroneously attributed their
frustration to the LMS. “The lack of computer
skills hindered their use of the LMS, but they
would not necessarily know. When they found
that the new LMS consumed too much of their
time, they would complain that the LMS was
too demanding and try to avoid using it: „If I
could go offline, I would not make it an online
activity‟ (line201-203)”.
Conversely, advanced computer skills, and high
levels
of
engagement
with
learning
technologies seemed to facilitate independence
and a willingness to ―click around‖. “For those
who are quite tech-savvy, they just need to
know what features are available. They cover in
their mind „it can do this‟ and they have got
some idea of how to plan their course (line461464)”.
It was apparent from the journal that the
process of adopting new technologies could be
emotionally charged and anxiety provoking.
The journal made a number of references to the
emotions of teaching staff. These ranged from a
reluctance to change and frustration with the

uncertainty; “here was some reluctance. They
just wanted to upload files (line399)” to angry
outbursts; “The member of staff started to
complain how ridiculous and meaningless the
feature was (line463)”, and panic when the
unexpected happened. “He told me that he was
in a panic about using the LMS (line 407); a
minor problem would cause a huge panic
(line540)”.
Patience and the willingness to work with
individuals on a one-to-one and on-call basis
facilitated the process. “He did not understand
why he needed to use this feature because he
only had two readings for this course. He kept
complaining for several minutes. I thought it
was not polite to interrupt him to explain the
significant purpose. When he was done, I just
explained that other staff might need to use this
feature as their course had many readings… He
then recomposed himself and thanked me for
my help. (line 467)”.
While a safe and private space to learn about
the LMS was valued; “they can ask in a safe
place (line 447)”, high levels of anxiety created
a sense of urgency and a willingness to seek
help. “It was an emergency when a member of
administration staff forwarded an email in
which a student said that he could not submit
assignment (line 535)”. Having time to listen to
teachers personal experiences and relate them
to the LMS not only eased anxieties, it also
served as a motivator. “Although practical
solutions and strategies did not come up either,
conversations went to personal feelings about
technologies, and associations with personal
experience were made from time to time. For
instance, when introduced to the Discussion
feature, trainees commented how amazing
technological innovations could be and how
easy the LMS was (line 453-456)”.
One dominant approach to adopting the new
LMS—supported by commentary in the journal
notes—was an effort to recreate previous work
practices; “trainees in my training session
constantly asked questions in terms of their
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work practice (line270)”, rather than to
embrace new possibilities. “They would, during
the training, ask if there was any change in
work practice (line358)”. Teaching staff
appeared to reject new features if they did not
fit with existing practices. “She constantly
commented the inappropriateness that was
brought by the new LMS because it did not fit
with the teaching practice here (line 496)”.
Similarly, if teaching staff could not replicate
their old practice, they were reported as being
frustrated even though best practice but
different solutions existed. “She was extremely
unhappy because she thought this added
workload to lecturers and administration staff.
When I suggested that the university actually
encouraged all communication with students
being made within the LMS instead of using
university email, she remarked that the
university did not understand how they taught
(line505-510)”.
Attempts to replicate past practices were selflimiting, but were also suggested as a potential
means of easing the adoption process. The
journal recorded events where training
approached teaching practice or shifted towards
making the relevance of functionality explicit.
“You may tell them what this function actually
does within the system…but this is not enough.
Trainees will come to you, asking what it means
to their teaching practice… (line274-276);
Training should also incorporate work process
knowledge (line361); I was trying to tell them
the consequences of the feature and used some
practical examples. This strategy seemed to
work very well (line348-350)”.
The journal noted differences between teaching
staff in conceptions of the role of the LMS and
its centrality to their role as teachers. Some
members of staff appeared to regard the LMS
as merely a repository; “they just wanted to
upload files (line400)”, some were reluctant to
provide instruction to students; “I think she
generally does not like to get involved too much
with students (line504)”, others regarded the
communication functions as unnecessary; “she

maintained that there was no need to provide
additional communication channels within the
LMS which will only add workload (line509)”,
others, while responding to student pressure to
use features, did so in a minimalistic way. “She
did not want to know any additional features
that the LMS Quiz brought (line522)”.
The analysis of the journal provide lived
examples over an extended period, but they are
derived from the experiences of one action
researcher. The focus groups which are
described below provide an opportunity to
identify supporting or alternative ways of
understanding the adoption process from a
range of perspectives.
4.2 Results from Focus Groups
Our analysis of data from focus groups revealed
four themes related to the LMS adoption. They
were conceptions of teacher role and teaching,
attitude towards technology and previous
experience
with
LMSs,
change-related
attitudes, and training and support.
First, members of focus groups repeatedly
referred to teachers‘ conception of their role
and teaching. Technology staff reported that
teaching staff approached their role as a
teacher, either from the teacher-centred or
learner-centred perspective; “I think that split
falls along that line of teacher and learnercentric lines (line 259, F12)”, and the teachercentred view was perceived as merely
transmitting knowledge in front of the class.
“Teaching is the process of standing up and
delivering knowledge orally (line 245, F1); „my
role as a lecturer is that I show up in front of
classes‟ (line 225, F1)”. Therefore, for those
with the teacher-centred view, additional tasks,
such as using learning technologies, were
viewed as disturbing and unnecessary; “„all the
2

The number refers to the line number in the transcript,
F1 refers to the focus group with technology staff. F2
refers to the focus group with teaching staff.
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other stuff is extra annoying things that
management is asking me to do, it is not really
teaching‟ (line 246, F1); „I‟ve got my stuff
prepared and I teach them in class‟, anything
else is probably not something they consider
too much (line 227, F1)”, which led to a
reluctance to adopt the LMS. “I was talking to
a teacher during one of the training
sessions…we came to the Syllabus page and all
she did was just copy the course outline…my
suggestion was at least you say something
about the course. She said „no, there is no need
for that‟. I could not resist the urge to say „but
this sounds like doing this to students (dropping
page on the desk)‟. She said „so what?‟ that
was her reaction (line 209-211, F1)”.
Similarly, teaching staff also commented that
those who viewed teaching as delivering and
disseminating knowledge would not feel
comfortable to interact with students online.
“For some people, if a student asks a question
then you just answer it, but for others, it‟s too
uncomfortable (line 528, F2); Communicating
with students online is not natural… I am used
to „I‟m the lecturer. I stand there and deliver‟,
yet there is a function in the LMS where
students can reply to my announcement (line
521-523, F2)”.
In addition, both technology and teaching staff
mentioned that the priority of teaching, or the
importance of teaching was conceived
differently and those who were not committed
to teaching showed a lack of interest in
adopting the LMS; “I think they just can‟t be
bothered. Teaching is not that important (line
503, 505, F2)”, whereas those who had
teaching as their priority were likely to ―push
the boundary‖. “What I have found is that those
who are very keen and who have teaching in
their higher priority over their other
commitments will be the ones who keep pushing
the boundary (line 328-330, F1)”.
Second, data from focus groups revealed that
attitude towards technology and previous
experience with LMSs were associated with the
adoption of the new LMS. Both technology and

teaching staff configured that those who were
generally positive to technologies would be
more willing to adopt the LMS. “If you have
got those guys who are in favour of using
technologies for teaching purposes, they will be
positive to learn this new system (line 47, F1);
some people are not comfortable with the
technology (line 519, F2)”. By contrast, the
relationship between previous experience with
LMSs and the adoption of the new LMS was
complex. Those who did not use the old LMS
were unlikely to use the new LMS. “They don‟t
use the old LMS much and so they don‟t, they
told me that, know what the use of
implementing the new LMS is (line 47, F1);
„When we had the old LMS, some people
wouldn‟t use it‟ „Was it always the same folks?‟
„Pretty much‟ (line 484-486, F2)”. Those who
used the old LMS would rather replicate what
they did in the past on the new LMS, than
embrace new potentials. “If they had used the
old LMS before, they wanted to achieve the
same thing they did in the old LMS (line 108,
F1); we are just doing the same thing as in the
old LMS (line 297, F2)”.
Third, technology staff and teaching staff both
referred to the role of change-related attitudes
in the LMS adoption process. Teaching staff
who were more open to change would likely
pick up the LMS and try things out; “I think if
they are quite comfortable with picking up new
things, then they are quite happy to just click
around and try different things (line 82, F1)”,
whereas those who viewed change negatively
were afraid to adopt the LMS simply because
the LMS was a change. “It‟s this fear factor.
It‟s just something new (line 337, F2); the staff
member who was involved with the design was
quite adamant to stick to how things were (line
280, F1); it was that fear of change, so it
wasn‟t what it was, but that it was a change
(line 286, F1)”. However, teaching staff further
elaborated that their change-related attitudes
were probably driven by the desire to maintain
a good image in front of students. “I‟ve been
changing things around quite a lot and I
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actually don‟t care if students think I‟m stupid
or not…but some people are saying that „if I
change things, I will look like that I don‟t know
what I‟m doing‟ (line 573-540, F2). Because in
our department, we don‟t want to look like we
don‟t know how to use it! They are very, very
unforgiving when the X [discipline] lecturer
can‟t use the X tool…they might forgive
someone else…they don‟t forgive us… (line
552-554, F2)”.
Fourth, we identified from two focus groups
that training and support were enablers of the
LMS adoption. Teaching staff repeatedly
indicated that the whole implementation of the
LMS had been very successful and the support
provided by the Business School had been very
good. “If you think what the University has
done and what the Business School has done,
we‟ve just replaced a whole LMS and I think it
has gone fantastically well and I think the
support has been outstanding (line 89-91, F2)”.
Particularly, one-to-one sessions were the most
popular; “staff were much more willing to come
to a one-to-one session than they were to come
to any other type of training (line 445, F1)”,
while the two-hour foundation sessions were
perceived as overwhelming. “The two-hour
workshops were quite comprehensive and quite
overwhelming (line 27, F2)”. Technology staff
explained that one-to-one sessions provided
opportunities for teaching staff to ask specific
questions related to their own courses; “they‟ve
got specific questions for that specific course
and they are more interactive (line 380, F1)”,
and probably more importantly, it provided a
comfortable and safe atmosphere that allowed
teaching staff to experiment with the LMS
without damaging their image. “They would
like somebody to sit there so that they feel „I‟m
not going to muck it up. I‟m going to do this
right, because somebody is sitting with me‟
(line 48, F1). They are not afraid that everyone
is around them or that they are asking stupid
little questions…they are more open to their
questions and they are more willing to learn as
we sit there next to them (line 381-383, F1)”.

However, technology staff argued that without
two-hour foundation sessions, the effect of oneto-one sessions may have been restricted. “It‟s
difficult when they haven‟t been to the two-hour
training session…because they don‟t know the
foundations (line 394, F1); It [the two-hour
session] is still useful as a primer. It prepares
you and you can learn better once you are in
the one-to-one session (line 386, F1)”.
When asked if there were any improvements in
teaching with the implementation of the LMS,
both technology and teaching staff indicated
that there was little improvement in teaching
practice now; “I don‟t think the LMS will cause
[pedagogical] lifts (line 697, F1); it hasn‟t
changed at least the way we are teaching our
courses (line 297, F2)”, yet they agreed that the
adoption process for most teaching staff was
incremental. “„Let me do what I had…then
we‟ll push another step forward and try
something else (line 150, F1). They are getting
their heads around, and they are not trying to
do all singing and dancing at the moment (line
286, F2)”. As for future training and support,
learning from other colleagues seemed to be a
commonly preferred strategy. Teaching staff
recommended to have some kind of feedback
on functionality people were using on the LMS;
“here is the population of academics in the
Business School and so many percent are doing
this. That might help motivate people (line 652,
F2)”, while technology staff suggested
organising sharing events to encourage the
LMS adoption. “Usually there are one or two
really bright stars per faculty. If we had it
faculty wide it would allow the bright stars to
shine brightly over all the departments (line
521, F1)”. Technology staff furthered the idea
with recommendations to capture the demand
from students for having different features.
“Perhaps one of those things is to audit and
look at the stuff that students most want as we
move forward, and make sure that we have got
most courses hitting that for most of the time
(line 766-769, F1)”. However, technology and
teaching staff diverged in their thinking about
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future support. Teaching staff predominantly
requested support on specific features which
did not fit very well with their teaching
practice. “We are going to need quite a bit of
support around grading time (line 28, F2); we
don‟t know anything about it in terms of
entering marks on the system and doing scaling
(line 40, F2); just for the entering of the marks,
because we have „plussage‟ in our
department… (line 61, F2)”. By contrast,
technology staff focused on support that might
shift current teaching practice. “We need to get
students to say how they feel about the new
LMS…then lecturers will be able to read those
feedbacks and then they‟ll probably think about
how to improve their course (line 689, F1)”.
4.3 Results from training feedback
Five themes emerged from our analysis of
training feedback. First, we found that cohorts
of teaching staff displayed varying adoption
pattern which implied that implementation
guided by the ‗one fits all‘ approach may not
fully facilitate the LMS adoption across
individual teaching staff member. Second,
teaching staff, although displaying varying
adoption patterns are active learners who prefer
the hands-on experience and learn well by
experimenting and using the LMS directly.
Third, professional practice serves as the start
point of adoption and relating the LMS to
existing practice enhances teachers‘ sensemaking process. Fourth, providing one-to-one
support after the training session to assist
teaching staff to build real courses may best
address their concerns with the LMS adoption
(picture). Lastly, sharing of ‗best practice‘ or
‗template‘ that goes beyond the introduction of
the LMS functionalities may provide directions
and set expectations for teaching staff, thus
bringing along the LMS adoption.
Training feedback echoed the reflective journal
and focus group transcripts: teaching staff
displayed differential adoption patterns. Some

teaching staff suggested to “group people who
require the same type of training together (line
21)” as teachers may hold different
responsibilities and use the LMS functionalities
in different ways. Providing only a standard
training session may not fully address
individual needs. Some found the session ―was
well structured and covered the important
points (line 70) and was not overwhelming (line
124)‖ and ―the pace was appropriate (line 31)‖.
Others found it “covered too much for the first
introductory session (line 86)” and needed to
“slow down at some point (line 82)”.
Technology staff facilitating training sessions
were therefore challenged to ―make sure
everyone was on the same page before moving
forward (line 59)‖. Particularly, computer skills
seemed to shape the adoption pattern: ―perhaps
knowing the computer skills of the participants
prior to the training will be helpful, which
makes the session more effective for different
levels of users (line 498)‖. In addition, teaching
staff also requested various materials to help
them use the LMS after attending the training.
Some asked for a ―step-by-step operation
guidelines (line 286)‖; some thought it would
be enough to have a more general ―list of
resources that the University or Business
School recommends their staff to use (line
208)‖; some were afraid of making mistakes
and requested for ―a checklist of what to avoid
when setting up a course, a Don‟t Do list (line
116)‖; others would prefer to have ―a list of
troubleshooting questions (line 250)‖ to solve
problems themselves.
Our analysis reveals that teaching staff are
active learners who value the hands-on
experience and prefer to take the lead in the
learning process and explore the LMS
themselves in simulated or real courses.
Teaching staff valued hands-on practice and
preferred to have ―more hands-on tasks to do in
sessions (line 65)” and “more time to play to
enter information (line 66)‖. Particularly, a
dummy course in a simulated environment
allowing self-exploration of the LMS
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functionalities was favored. They suggested to
―include a dummy course (line 68)‖, which
allows them ―to manipulate (line 89)” and
“transfer a course outline, assignment, tests,
etc. to the LMS during sessions to stimulate
actually setting up a course (line 51)‖. The
strength of a dummy course that ―has all the
items, students, lists, and assignments (line
160)‖ is that it helped teaching staff to ―learn
more functions with a more realistic view (line
162)‖. Several comments even suggested that
time should be given to teaching staff ―to work
on (their) own managed course (line 174) or
specific course (line 299)‖ during the training
session. As LMSs bring teacher and students
together in an online platform that enables
communication and even co-creation, teaching
staff underscore the importance of having
students in the dummy course in order to fully
understand the way the LMS works. Teaching
staff would like to “see a full dummy course
with student works… so (they) could see all the
student analytics (line 49)”. Otherwise, “there
are many functionalities (they) cannot play with
(line 157)”.
Previous professional practice seems to work as
the starting point for teaching staff to make
sense of the new LMS. As there was some
disparity and inconsistency between the old
LMS and the new LMS, teaching staff
repeatedly referred to the old LMS when
learning about the new LMS. A list of ―term
translation (line 90)”, or a ―summary (line
288)” on how similar functions are called in
both LMSs seemed to activate sense-making. A
detailed ―comparison with the old LMS (line
148)‖ and a ―more advanced list of features that
are no longer available on the new LMS (line
268)‖ were preferred because ―(they) related to
what (the teaching staff) know in the old LMS
and where the technology actually works (line
118).‖
Consistent with reflective journals and focus
group data, one-to-one support seems to be the
most favored and desired. Teaching staff

indicated that they “benefited from having
individual assistance (line 8)” and further
suggested that “most staff would need one-toone support (line 195)”. One-to-one support
offered the availability for teaching staff to ―ask
for help with specific issues (line 305)‖ if they
―got stuck while actually doing a course upload
in the new LMS (line 202)”. One-to-one support
was also perceived as time-saving and more
efficient: “(I) will appreciate a one-to-one
assistance to understand how I can easily
transfer a well-organized package of course
materials from my PC to the new LMS without
spending a lot of time going through its
idiosyncrasies (line 468)‖.
Some teaching staff made several references to
the importance of sharing standard course
templates and ‗best practice‘ and re-thinking
pedagogical implications. A recommended
course template would help to set up
expectations: “(I could use) some model
examples of well-designed course with
sophisticated features as benchmarks (line
216); I would like to see how other courses use
the LMS to build student friendly environment
(line 249)”. Some suggested to ―re-think how
courses work, (because) one thing I (the
lecturer) personally want to avoid is simply to
use the new LMS like the old one. It‟s a great
opportunity to overhaul and improve my course
(line 453)”. One staff member even suggested
that “(learning) design tips would be handy.
This session covers the basic mechanics but
maybe (include) just two or three things that
make the basic design attractive and student
friendly (line 245)”.
5 DISCUSSION
Themes emerged from analyses of the reflective
journal, focus group transcripts, and training
feedback seemed to converge to four aspects
relating to the LMS adoption process.
Results from focus groups demonstrated that
the conception of the teacher role and teaching
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shaped the extent to which teaching staff
adopted the LMS. Teaching staff with the
teacher-centred view regarded teaching as ―topup‖ knowledge to students in class. Therefore,
additional tasks were disturbances to teaching,
which led to the idea that the role of an LMS
was a repository, and communication online
with students was uncomfortable. Conversely,
learner-centred teaching staff, understood
teaching as more than just transmitting
knowledge,
and
therefore,
regarded
communication with students online as part of
the teaching process instead of a burden. This
was consistent with Ertmer‘s [46] suggestion
that the second order change, teachers‘ beliefs
about teaching, affects technology use. Our
findings confirmed previous empirical research
where learner-centred beliefs were positively
associated with technology integration [47, 48].
Research on information systems and
educational
technologies
indicates
that
computer self-efficacy and skills [69-71],
experience with computers [72, 73], and
general attitude towards technology [39, 74, 75]
are predictive of computer or technology use.
Our research further developed the idea by
showing the complex influence of computerrelated attitudes, skills and self-efficacy on
LMS adoption. Our data seemed to support that
a positive attitude towards computers and
technologies in general encouraged the LMS
adoption. In addition, levels of computer skills
may lead to different adoption pace in practice.
Nevertheless, the lack of basic computer skills
were associated with excessive cognitive load.
Our data also revealed that previous experience
with LMSs restricted the extent of initial
adoption, because most teaching staff took an
incremental approach to adoption. This meant
that the initial motivation was just to replicate
what they did in the past.
Our data supported Vannatta and Nancy's [54]
suggestion that teachers‘ openness to change
affects technology use. Those who were more
open to change tended to pick up and
experiment with the LMS, while others who did

not like change showed a tendency to reject the
LMS. The negative attitude towards change
was associated with emotional cost ranging
from reluctance, anxiety, to panic. In particular,
our research further revealed a potential source
of negative attitude towards change. Teaching
staff reported that the reluctance to change
might come from one‘s fear of damaging
his/her image, especially in front of students.
Although the implementation of the LMS has
been perceived by teaching staff as
‗fantastically well‘ and training and support
provided by the Business School has been
‗outstanding‘, there seemed to be major
differences between technology and teaching
staff in their understanding of promoting the
LMS adoption. Results from reflective journal
and the focus group with technology staff,
revealed technology staff felt, with the
implementation of the LMS, teaching staff
should improve their teaching practice. This led
to the suggestion that future training and
support should focus on shifting and enhancing
teaching practice. Conversely, results from the
focus group with teaching staff indicated that
teaching staff assumed that current teaching
practice should be maintained. Wherever the
LMS did not fit with current teaching practice,
efforts should be made to either change the way
the LMS worked or come up with strategies to
maintain the old practices within the new LMS.
This led to the suggestion that future training
and support should predominantly focus on
dealing with specific LMS features such as
grading. However, training feedback seems to
suggest that the division between teaching and
technology staff is not irreconcilable.
Pedagogical implication was cherished by some
teaching staff members.
As an insider action research, findings above
informed our practice in two ways. First, our
future learning and development interventions
need to balance two pairs of competing forces.
The first pair concerns the content of training
and support. To address teaching staff‘s
expressed needs, the content should cover
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system features. For instance, how traditional
grading practice can be achieved within the
new LMS needs to be addressed. However, to
improve teaching practice, the introduction of
educational technologies is not efficient. Efforts
should be made to address fundamental issues
such as beliefs about teaching [45]. The second
pair concerns types of learning strategies.
Personalised one-to-one support has been very
popular and effective but encouraging share and
communication is an important means for
personal and professional development [76]. In
a study of learning to use technology, Kay [77]
concluded that among collaboration, authentic
tasks, formal instruction and exploratory
learning, collaboration and authentic tasks were
the most preferred strategies but collaborative
learning was the best predictor of gains in
computer knowledge. Given that one-to-one
support provided by technology staff is quite
similar to learning through authentic tasks, how
to design a collaborative learning strategy that
stimulates sharing would be an action plan.
Second, we propose that strategies beyond
learning and development interventions might
be equally important in terms of encouraging
the LMS adoption. For instance, with the takeup of the new LMS, the university could have
made it explicit if changes in teaching practice
are needed or encouraged, because the
reflective journal and focus group data revealed
that teaching staff concerned about how
teaching practice could be maintained in the
new LMS.
6 CONCLUSION
Universities implement organisational wide
information systems such as LMSs with the
intention to promote teaching practice. The
underlying assumption is that staff will comply
with the university‘s decision and adopt new
systems. Our research revealed that even in
mandatory settings, where one had to adopt a
system, the process and extent of adoption
differentiated among individuals. Therefore, a

new LMS may not necessarily lead to
pedagogical uplifts. Our findings indicate that
teaching staff‘s attitude and capabilities shaped
by their previous experience and university
practice will influence how they learn about,
approach, make use of, and support the new
LMS. Learning and development interventions
that focus only on the general introduction of
the new system may not be sufficient to either
support adoption or improve teaching practice.
Future research should explore ways to
influence antecedent attitudes and capabilities
in order to enhance higher levels of LMS
adoption.
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ABSTRACT
Developing effective and easy-to-follow learning
guide models for supporting user to enjoy a deep
cultural experiences become an important issue for
cultural heritage context-aware ubiquitous learning.
Therefore, in order to motivate learners for enjoyable learning, interactive tasks and elements are
highly needed. Cultural heritage as a place which
has a varied collection of the cultural objects history opens widespread curiosity for learning in an
informal way. A visitor as a learner of the cultural
heritage objects might come from local or international communities. This study, the authors investigate how to explore cultural experiences of the
visitor outside the community by adapting nationality based context and propose an informal learning scenario which implements learning tasks with
interactive elements. For assessment, we propose
a summative approach for using multiple choice
questions (MCQ) to let the learner know his accomplishment achievement. Our goal is to guide
the visitor to learn in an informal way the historical
relationship between the cultural heritage and the
visitor’s country.

KEYWORDS
cultural heritage, nationality based context-aware,
user’s interests, informal learning scenario, summative assessment

1

INTRODUCTION

The growth of the internet during the past couple of decades, allowing us to learn cultural objects without time and space limitation. Accompanied by increasing of travel accessibility, there are a widespread curiosity and a huge

demand to visit cultural heritage for acquiring
cultural heritage experiences. Cultural heritage
is a place which represents a varied collection
of the cultural objects history. Cultural heritage is also a place for learning. This type
of learning is categorized as informal learning. Visitors can learn about the history of the
cultural heritage in a more relaxing and less
threatening way due to is conducted outside
the curriculum. However, people tend to disengage the learning activities if they consider
it is uninteresting. Therefore, we should consider enjoyment as a prominent factor in informal learning to stimulate visitor’s motivation [19]. Presenting interactive and easy-tofollow learning tasks by involving individual’s
perception, such nationality might encourage a
learner to engage the cultural heritage learning
process. The enhancement of mobile and wireless technology opens a possibility to develop
methodologies and tools for cultural heritage
learning via mobile devices without being limited by space and time. Hence, the development of methodologies and tools are an important issue in the learning works [10].
To utilize this situation, we have proposed a
context-aware UML-based framework for providing information of cultural heritage which
suitable to the user needs [3]. Our motivation
is to serve users with cultural information according to their needs. The system provides
an interactive interface to assist the user in selecting his/her cultural heritage interests and
presents maps and figures with texts as its outputs. However, the interactive elements for
learning support, which is enabling to motivate user enjoys a deep cultural experience is
missing. A user as a visitor of cultural her-
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itage might comes from a local visitor or foreign visitor. We have an assumption that the
people tend to be interested in the entity which
relates to their own personality such nationality. For example, in Dazaifu city area in
Fukuoka-Japan, a visitor from China which has
an interest in landscape category might be attracted to visit Zen garden or Dry landscape,
a garden which largely adopted from the Chinese gardens of the Song Dynasty, and the
rocks groups symbolized Mount Penglai, the
legendary mountain-island home of the Eight
Immortals in Chinese mythology, known in
Japanese as Horai [14]. This example motivates us to support visitor both in self-directed
and incidental learning for cultural heritage not
only based on his/her interests, but also based
on his/her nationality. In this study, we adapt
nationality-based context and create a scenario
to assist the visitor for acquiring cultural heritage experiences. To evaluate learner activities
in cultural heritage learning, we propose the
summative assessment approach by presenting
multiple choice question(MCQ).
2

INFORMAL LEARNING

Informal learning is a type of learning activity which taken outside the curriculum of formal educational institutions and programs and
heavily rely on intrinsic motivation [7]. In informal learning, the learner has more opportunities for self-directed learning than formal setting. It means if the learner meets uninteresting
learning activity, he/she will simply disengage
or seek other activities. By disengaging this activity, the learner does not worry about the consequence of obtaining such a poor grade like
in formal setting [11]. There are three forms
of informal learning which proposed by [8], as
seen in table 1.

learner has the initiative to involve in the learning activities even before the process begins,
and the learner is aware that he/she has learned
something. Thus, it is intentional and conscious. For instance, a visitor decided to know
more about some specific cultural objects and
come to visit the objects.
The incidental learning is a process when the
learner did not have any previous intention
of learning something out of that experience,
but after the experience, he/she becomes aware
that some learning has taken place. Thus, it
is unintentional, but conscious. For instance,
a visitor encounters a cultural object and after
that he/she immediately learned about the object.
Socialization or tacit learning is a process during everyday life which refer to the internalization of values, attitudes, behaviors, skills,
etc. This is unintentional because the learner
does not have a priori intention of acquiring
them, and he/she also not aware has learned
something. For instance, a visitor who visited
a place for several weeks is unintentionally and
unconsciously heard and learned the local language from people speak activities.
One way to attract user’s attention is creating
and maintaining a well-designed scenario with
interactive tasks and elements. According to
the Council of Europe [5], there are nine indicators to explore the cultural objects , i.e.:
name and source, location, function type, historic date, people and organizations, materials
and techniques, current condition, legal status,
and notes/summary of the cultural object.
We consider that these indicators are useful for
designing the scenario of cultural heritage informal learning. In this study, we invent yes-no
questions based on the aforementioned indicators to simplify user in exploring the matters
related to the cultural object.

Table 1. Forms of informal learning [8]
Form
Self-Directed
Incidental
Socialization

Intentionality
Yes
No
No

Awareness
Yes
Yes
No

Self-directed learning is a process where the

3

NATIONALITY BASED CONTEXTAWARE

According to [2], context can be defined as
”any information that can be used to characterise the situation of an entity”. The entity
could be a person, place, or object which con-
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sidered relevant for user-application interactions, including the user and applications themselves. If the application uses context to provide and serve the user with relevant information according to the user’s task, then it is defined as context-aware.
In this paper, our application uses context to
provide information for the visitor as a learner
where the authority depends on the user. The
visitors categorized are mapped into three dimensions, i.e. domain expertise, technical expertise and motivation [9]. Based on the motivation dimension, the main reason to visit cultural heritage object is curiosity about the history of the cultural object.
Most studies focus on technical tools and social aspects of digital cultural heritage development. However, only a few empirical research
are investigated in user’s perceive, experiences,
and interacts with locational content to build a
community heritage[13].
Previous study [13] investigated the ability of
their application Lost State College (LSC) to
explore user interactions and experiences of
historical places, to evoke historical awareness
in the local community. The study involved 34
local residents as participants. However, the
visitors of the cultural object might come from
the international community, not only the local
community. This cognitive perspective opens
an opportunity of how to attract visitors outside the community.
According to [4], a ’real’ and educational of
cultural experiences will attract tourist/visitor
interests. Therefore, it is important to determine the similarities and differences of motivations and interests among tourist groups.
Cultural identity or cultural background is the
identity or feeling of belonging to a group. It
is part of a person’s self-conception and selfperception and it is related to nationality, ethnicity, religion, social class, generation, locality or any kind of social group that has its own
distinct culture. In other words, cultural characteristic of visitor plays a role in tourist motivation and tourist behavior. Hence, it is vital
to observe visitation patterns to places where
cultural objects are presented [6].

Poria et.al found the link between tourist and
heritage object, which namely tourists’ perception [20]. It is the perception that the cultural object has a relation to their own heritage. Based on this viewpoint, we argue that
nationality context which is a part of tourist
individual-perception might be involve to attract the visitor outside the community-host in
learning the visited cultural object. Our approach purposes to help learners improve their
cultural experiences regarding of the country
which being visited, and also improve learner’s
knowledge in terms of its historical relationship between learner’s country. We have an
expectation that the cultural experiences, indirectly will evoke learners’ nationalism, and enhance their respects to the culture of the other
country.
4

THE NATIONALITY-BASED SCENARIO OF CULTURAL HERITAGE
LEARNING

The scenario-based design is a popular tool
for human-computer interaction. Scenarios
are at once concrete and flexible, helping
developers manage the fluidity of design
situations. Scenarios emphasize the context of
work in the real world; this ensures that design
ideas are constantly evaluated in the context
of real world activities, minimizing the risk of
introducing features that satisfy other external
constraints [15].
In our previous work, we have proposed nine
categories of cultural heritage, i.e: artifacts
and monument, buildings, shrine, work of art,
folklore, traditions, language and knowledge,
landscapes, and biodiversity [3]. The visitor
can select as many as categories according to
his/her interests. Based on the tourist’ perception which is introduced by [20], we have
a hypothesis that visitor, especially foreigner
visitors will be more motivated to learn the
cultural object which has a relationship to their
cultural identity, i.e. nationality.
Let us consider this example scenario;
Zhao, a visitor from China, is in the Dazaifu
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city, Fukuoka prefecture, Japan. According to
the location, there are 8 kinds of 5 categories
of cultural heritage found in that area;
1. Komyozenji
gories),

temple

(buildings

cate-

2. Kanzeonji temple (buildings categories),
3. Government Office Ruins (buildings categories),
4. Dazaifu Tenmagu (shrine categories),
5. Kamado (shrine categories),
6. Zen garden or Dry landscape (landscape
categories),
7. Kyushu National Museum (work of art
categories),
8. Onisube (traditions categories)
Suppose he is interested in buildings and landscapes categories, then our system will provide
him with two options; learning or just visiting,
as seen in Figure 1.
Case 1:
He chooses for learning option, based on his
interests (buildings and landscapes categories)
and nationality (China). From that option, the
system will select 2 of 8 kinds of cultural heritage objects because the objects are related to
Chinese culture, i.e.:
1. Komyozenji temple,
gories)

(buildings cate-

2. Zen garden or Dry landscape, (landscape
categories)
Figure 2(a) shows the objects which are selected by the system in terms of their historical
relationship with the learner’s country. For instance, Komyozenji temple is selected because
it was founded in 1273 during the Kamakura
Period of Japanese history by Tetsugyu Enshin
(1254-1326), a nobleman of the Sugawara family, who had studied Zen in China [22]. Zen
garden is selected because it has a relationship

Figure 1. Context-aware workflow for informal learning

with China’s myth as explained in the introduction section. Furthermore, the system will
present yes-no questions to explore learner’s
curiosity. If he wants to know more about the
cultural object, he can answer ’yes’, and if does
not, he can answer ’no’. The flowchart of the
yes-no questions and the screenshot example
are shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4. This case
is an example scenario of self-directed learning because he intentionally involves the learning process as a sequel of chosen context for
learning.
Case 2:
He chooses for just visiting option, based on
his interests (buildings and landscapes categories) and nationality (China). From that option, the system will select 4 of 8 kinds of cultural heritage objects because the objects are
selected exclusively based on the visitor’s interests without considering the visitor’s nationality, i.e.:
1. Komyozenji temple,

(buildings cate-
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Figure 2. (a) Cultural objects which related to user’s
nationality, (b) Cultural objects which unrelated to user’s
nationality
Figure 3. Flowchart of informal learning

gories)
2. Kanzeonji temple, (buildings categories)
3. Government Office Ruins, (buildings categories)
4. Zen garden or Dry landscape, (landscapes
categories)
In this option, the system will present the summary of the cultural object. This case is an example of incidental learning because he unintentionally involves the learning process. It is
defined as unintentional because he does not
aim to learn, hence he chooses ’just visiting’
context. The screenshot example is shown in
Figure 5.
Despite yes-no questions will not appear in this
kind of option, the visitor will accidentally engage with the learning process through the display of summary information and the location
of the cultural object.
The list of yes-no questions for our informal
learning concept is shown as follows:
Q1: Do you want to obtain an address of the
location of the cultural?
Q2: Do you want to obtain an explanation of
the function of the cultural?

Q3: Do you want to obtain an explanation of
the historic date of the cultural?
Q4: Do you want to obtain an explanation
about the people and the organizations
which are engaged in the cultural?
Q5: Do you want to obtain an explanation
of the materials and techniques that have
been used in the cultural?
Q6: Do you want to know about the current
conditions or the legal status of the cultural?
Furthermore, we could not hinder the fact that
there is a possibility that the cultural object is
not related to any historical relationship nationality. The system will present an interactive interface, such Figure 2(b) to cope this kind of
case and the system will guide the learner to
obtain summary information like just visiting
option.
5

SUMMATIVE ASSESSMENT BY
MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS
(MCQ)

One of the six challenges in evaluating mobile learning is the assessment of learning processes and outcomes [16]. The assessment
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Figure 5. Zen garden’s summary for just visiting option

Figure 4. Screenshots of the informal learning questions

is distinguished into two, i.e. formative and
summative assessment [17]. In this study, we
propose a summative approach by presenting
MCQ as the assessment’s tool to determine
learner’ achievement. It is a common belief
that MCQ assessment is not a valid means to
test the adult learner cognitive skills. However, a carefully designated MCQ test will lead
to assess learning even at the highest level of
Bloom’s Taxonomy of Educational Objectives
[18].
In order to keep up our intention for enjoyable
learning and due the learning is conducted outside the curriculum, the assessment will not
become a binding rule. However, we have to
keep trying to engage a user in this activity
by involving a variety of interactions question

type such images, texts, and their combinations. Here, we have a bank database of questions which will automatically select in randomly by the system according to the related
context. Figure 6 shows the example of assessment activity.
At the end of the assessment, our system will
show the score and the amount number of correct answers. Then, we encourage the learner
to obtain feedback on incorrect answers via
’check’ option button. Figure 7 shows the example of feedback of MCQ number 2. The correct answer will represent by blue color.
6

CONCLUSION
WORKS

AND

FUTURE

This study is devoted to designing an interactive scenario based on user’s interests and
user’s nationality with the intention to encourage the user to engage the informal learning
process. We invented yes-no questions in order to make the user easier to explore deep cultural heritage experiences. We presented MCQ
as summative assessment which are accessible
by learners if they want to know their learning achievement. Our approach opens a new
paradigm that the visitor will able to informally
learning other country’s cultures in terms of
their relationship with visitor’s nationality. In
the future works, we would like to implement
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Figure 7. Screenshot of MCQ’s feedback
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Abstract
Significant development of information and
communication technologies and Internet
boom brings new possibilities in teaching
STEM subjects at all levels of the educational
process. In first part we want to present some
results of international ICILS study 2013
related to the digital competences of pupils
related to the computer aided education, which
use virtual reality and computer simulations.
The virtual reality is distinguished by unique
sorts of interaction, that responds to users'
behaviours and actions. It is considered to be a
new model of computer-based learning that
provides the individual learner with a wider
range of scientific vision. In mathematics
education it is important to represent and
visualize various mathematical concepts,
relationships
and
practices
including
algorithms.
Visualization
is
usually
implemented through different models. It is
possible to present these models using virtual
and remote laboratories. These models may
have the form of real mathematical devices,
but may also be implemented in a suitable
virtual
software
environment.
Virtual
modelling has particular importance in the
stages of cognitive processes in STEM
education.
Keywords: Virtual Laboratories, motivation,
simulations, e-learning, ICILS.

1 INTRODUCTION
Information
and
communication
technologies bring to the educational
process the possibility of using virtual
laboratories especially in teaching STEM

(Science,
Technology,
Engineering,
Mathematics) subjects. For their effective
use by pupils and students they need to
have a certain level of computer and
information literacy (Computer and
Information Literacy - CIL). This problem
has already been dealt with many countries
around the world on different continents
within the international comparative
research ICILS - International Computer
and Information Literacy Study.
The study compares the level of computer
and information literacy of different
countries. According to [9] Computer and
Information Literacy (CIL) is the ability to
use a computer to explore, create and
communicate in order to participate
effectively at school, at home, at work and
in society. CIL combines technical
competences and intellectual abilities to
achieve communicative intent. CIL
construct consists of two components - the
collection and work with information and
the creation and exchange of information.
Each of them has some aspects:
1. Gather information and work with them:
• ability to use a computer and general
knowledge about it,
• gathering information and evaluation,
• work with information.
2. The creation and exchange of
information:
• transformation of information
• creation of information
• sharing information.
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According to [10] in international study
ICILS 2013 18 countries were involved (Australia, Chile, Croatia, Czech Republic,
Denmark, Germany, Hong Kong (China),
South Korea, Lithuania, Netherlands,
Norway, Poland, Russian Federation,
Slovak Republic, Slovenia, Switzerland,
Thailand and Turkey. The research was
carried out in the eighth year of primary
school. This comparison showed that
Slovakia has significantly greater point
gains 517 points as an average 500 points
across studies ICILS. A similar level as
Slovakia has the countries - Germany,
Russian Federation, Croatia and Slovenia.
A significantly higher level than Slovakia
has - the Czech Republic, Australia,
Poland, Norway, South Korea. A study
provided interesting results for Slovakia on
the question: On which school subjects
usually or almost every hour do they use a
computer. 82 percent of the students
answered: informatics, that was more than
the average of study ICILS. In
mathematics, it was 11 percent and
students in science subjects (Physics,
Chemistry, and Biology), it was 17
percent. These subjects belong to STEM
and it is significant that these results are
worse for these items than the average of
study ICILS. It is therefore important to
conduct research and support activities to
increase the use of computers in STEM
subjects. For this aim we think that virtual
laboratories and educational software are
appropriate.

use computer for at least 5 years, only 3 %
of our pupils use computer less than a year.
Approximately 95% use computers at
home at least once a week, at school 77 %
and at other places (e.g. library, internet
bar) 12 % of Slovak pupils.
Usage of computers and internet at school and
for school purposes
Tab 1. Slovak pupils use computers out-ofschool at least once a month for following
scholar reasons.
52 %

To prepare papers and essays

+

51 %

To preparing presentations

+

41 %

To cooperate with other students of
the same school

*

35 %

To elaborate worksheets or exercises

-

30 %

To elaborate tests

*

27 %

To organize time and work

-

14 %

To cooperate with other students
from other schools

*

Tab 2. Slovak pupils use computer on most or
every class on subjects.
82 %

Informatics

+

18 %

Humanities (history, geography,
civics, etc.)

*

17 %

Natural science subjects (physics,
chemistry, biology)

-

16 %

Foreign language

*

2 ACTIVITIES THAT SLOVAK
PUPILS USE COMPUTERS AND
INTERNET FOR, AT HOME AND AT
SCHOOL

11 %

Other subjects (practical and
technical subjects,
ethic/religious/physical education)

*

11 %

Mathematics

-

According 70 % of pupils of Slovakia
involved in ICILS study claim that they

10 %

Art subjects (art / music / dance /
drama education)

*
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10 %

Language (Slovak or Hungarian)

-

Tab 3. Slovak pupils learned following tasks at
school.

Tab 5. Slovak pupils use internet in out-ofschool time at least once a week for following
activities:
87 %

To type messages using
communication software or social
network

+

60 %

Voice communication, on-line
chatting with friends and family

+

53 %

To poste comments to on-line
profiles or blogs

+

47 %

To poste pictures, photos or videos to
profile on social network

+

42 %

To search information for study or
school project

-

Gain the access to the information
using computer

*

Present information using computer
to given audience or given purpose

*

Decide where to seek for information
about given topic

*

Decide which information is
important to be included into the
project or task

-

68 %

Search for different types of
information about the given topic

*

39 %

Use WIKI or on-line encyclopedia
for study purpose or school project

-

67 %

Mention links to the internet sources

-

29 %

+

63 %

Sort the information gained from the
internet

-

To respond to the questions from
other people on forums or web pages

24 %

To write posts on their own blog

+

Check the credibility of information
from the internet

-

21 %

To ask questions on forums or web
pages

*

14 %

To create or edit web pages

+

84 %

76 %

71 %

71 %

59 %

Tab 4. Slovak pupils use computers in out-ofschool time at least once a week for following
activities:

Tab 6. Slovak pupils use computers for out-ofschool activities at least once a week for:

25 %

To create and edit documents

-

88 %

Listening to music

+

22 %

To create simple presentations

+

74 %

+

18 %

To create multimedia presentations

+

Watching downloaded videos or
streamed videos

18 %

Use graphic and drawing software

*

69 %

Using the Internet to obtain news about
things they're interested in

+

14 %

Use spreadsheets for calculations,
saving data and creating graphs

+

61 %

Playing games

+

14 %

Use educational software, designed
to help with learning process

-

38 %

Reading reviews, comments about
things they would like to buy

+

11 %

To create computer programs,
macros and scripts

*

35 %

Searching information about places
they want to visit or activities they
want to do

+
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+ the percentage of students is significantly bigger
in SR compared with the average of ICILS
- the percentage of students is significantly smaller
in SR compared with the average of ICILS
* the percentage of students representation is
comparable in Slovakia and the average of ICILS

3

SIMULATIONS IN
MATHEMATICS

ICT can support creation and processing of
teaching materials during the teaching
process by ICT users’ tools, creation of
educational simulations and tests along
with an assessment of knowledge by
testing programs and evaluation of
educational outcome.
visualization is an important aspect of ICT
aided education. Within the framework of
mathematics education, it can bring
forward the following points:
 Effective approach while looking for
the results, solving the problems and
discovering the very structure of the
model.
 Visualisation of relations in the model
allows to infer new results in other
areas and fields of mathematics and
other subjects related to the
mathematics.
 Support of mathematical competences
and basic competences in science and
technology; digital competences.
GeoGebra software supports the realization
of these aspects aspects. This software
connects features of a computer algebra
system, a dynamic geometric software and
spreadsheet. Its big advantage is a user
friendly interface and possibility to create
dynamic HTML websites with interactive
pictures (see [7]). Materials developed by
GeoGebra can be found on GeoGebra
Tube website. Here we can find teaching
materials for Mathematics at school
(http://www.geogebra.org/en/wiki/

index.php/Slovak).
These
materials,
simulations
and applets
use the
interactivity and dynamical character of
software. Moreover, topics of materials
follow the Slovak curriculum from
calculus and geometry (e.g. topics of an
exponential and logarithmic function, cube
or hexagonal prism, constructions of
triangles, parallelograms). The website
contains also materials for teaching physics
and computer science. Here are some
examples of them.

Figure 1: Concave mirror

Figure 2: Derivative of the function

3 GEOMETRY SIMULATIONS IN
STEM EDUCATION

Historical mathematical textbooks is a
good source for motivation in mathematics
education. We present some examples from
the Franz Močnik textbook Visual
Geometry (see [18]).
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Example 1. Construct three circles with the
radii m, n, p where each circle touches the
other from the outside.
Solution: We construct the triangle ABC
with sides |AB| = m + n, |AC| = m + p and
|BC| = n + p. Now we construct the circle
with center A and radius m, the circle with
center B and radius n and the circle with
center C and radius p. The circles fulfill the
objective of the task.

Figure 3: The solution of the example 1 in
GeoGebra

Example 2. We have made three circles of
the same size, e, f, g, which touch each
other outside. We must now circumscribe a
fourth circle k, which the previous three
circles are inside of.
Solution: Example 2 is a continuation of
example 1 and has a logical connection to
it. First we construct three circles of the
same size, e, f, g in a similar way, to
example 1. The circle k has its center in the
orthocenter of the triangle ABC.

Figure 4: The solution of the example 2 in
GeoGebra

This kind of simulations are used already
used in some other student’s project. One

example is GeoGebra project in secondary
school Liceo Scinetifico Isaac Newton (see
[17]). Generally, we can according to [16]
present following classification of didactic
material resources:
I. Teaching aids
1. Original objects and real things:
a) Natural:
- In their original state
- Processed
b) Artefacts and manufactured
products – in their original state
c) Phenomena and processes –
physical, chemical, etc.
2. Images and representation of
objects and reality:
a) Models – static, functional,
construction
b) Images:
- Presented directly
- Presented with the help of
didactic equipment
c) Sound recordings
3. Written tools:
a) Textbooks – classical,
programmed
b) Workbooks – worksheet,
collection of tasks, atlases
c) Supplementary and auxiliary
literature – magazines,
encyclopedias
4. Briefings and programs presented
using didactic equipment:
a) Briefings – television, radio
b) Programs – for teaching
machines, systems and
computers
5. Special equipment:
a) Experiment equipment
b) Equipment for physical
education
II. Technical learning resources
1. Sound equipment
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2. Visual equipment:
- Slide projector
- Overhead projector
- Dynamic projection
3. Audio-visual equipment:
- Film projectors
- Video recorders
- Video equipment
- Computer multimedia
systems
4. Technical control and evaluation:
- Computer systems
- Personal computers
- Simulators
III. Organizational and reproduction
equipment
- Dark room
- Photocopiers
- Radio and video studios
- Computer networks
- Database systems
IV. Classroom and their equipment
- Specialized classrooms, labs
- Laboratories
- Workshops, school grounds
- Gyms, theatres
V. Equipment for teachers and
students
- Stationery
- Drawing and designing
tools
- Calculators and notebooks
- Gym clothes, work clothes
4 VIRTUAL LABORATORIES AND
SIMULATIONS IN STEM
SUBJECTS
Practical experience is an important part of
the educational process. However, there
are time and economic issues at many
schools. The solution to this problem can

be found in the use of virtual reality
technology that could allow the creation of
a virtual laboratory (VL) that will simulate
the processes and activities similar to those
in real labs.
One of the unique capabilities of the
technology of VL is successful translation
of abstract concepts into visualized events
with possibility of user interaction [7].
One of the trends evolving in this direction
is an experimental learning, where users
are not just passive receivers of
information.
Experimental
learning
requires a high degree of interactivity
1. sharing resources is becoming a reality,
improving the utilization of expensive
equipment,
2. access to educational and research
material is easier for students and teachers,
3. standards of scientific research are
established in areas where practical
experimentation is mandatory part of the
research,
4. reducing travel costs and increasing
productivity.
VL have as main objective the creation of
virtual learning environments in order to
provide further practical teaching material
and teaching experience in disciplines such
as computer science. VL further provide
communication and collaboration tools
such as chat, application sharing, etc. to
simulate the interaction of participants.
Users access the system using a web
browser.
Well designed laboratory activities
provide learning opportunities that
students to develop concepts. They
provide important opportunities to

can
help
also
help
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students learn how to examine construct
scientific arguments and justify these
arguments in the community. In order to
achieve important but challenging goals,
the education system must provide time
and
opportunity
for
teachers
to
communicate with their students, as well as
sufficient time for students to perform
complex investigative tasks.
It is clear that there are serious
discrepancies
between
what
was
recommended for teaching at lab
classrooms and what actually occurs in
many classes.
Explanation may lie in the differences in
the perception of teachers and researchers.
For example, teachers can be seen that they
do not have the time or skills necessary to
implement such methodology. Educational
research should produce information to
inform the development of strategies,
protocols and resources for teaching and
professional development for teachers.
At a time of rapid changes in science and
technology, teachers need to be informed
on current professional issues. The
development is very important and requires
attention not only teachers and their
professional associations, as well as
educational policy-makers at all levels of
schools, municipalities and governments.

5 BASIC FUNCTIONS
The main objective of the educational VL
is to provide all the simulation tools,
applications and conditions that will be an
effective space where experimentation,
communication and collaboration can be
used for maintenance and exchange of
knowledge. This means that the virtual

environment used for laboratory, tries to
simulate the learning process from the very
beginning to its end. Users should simulate
the real process as realistically as possible.
Traditional laboratory was a part of an
integrated training comprises using a
laboratory
considerably
predefined
experiments that simulate the essential
phenomena taken from the real situation.
Unfortunately, this system has its flaws
and demanding requirements.
VL appear to be more advantageous than
the actual laboratories particularly for
specific experiments. There are tests that
can be simulated on computers only.
Virtual
reality offers a pleasant
representation of information, interaction
with a system that does not require
advanced
knowledge
of
computer
technology and lower costs compared to
other technology.
6 USAGE OF THE VIRTUAL
LABORATORIES
1. Support of teaching theory
- illustration and demonstration of events
- application of theory to real situations
- demonstration of the theory of constraints
- Interaction with phenomena in authentic
life situations
2. Create a set of knowledge
- on materials, equipment and technology
- the safety rules and practices
- of special equipment and technology
3. Create a set of skills including
- manual skills
- critical observation, interpretation and
evaluation
- diagnostic skills
- planning and organization
- solve practical problems
4. Develop attitudes that
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- stimulate interest in science
- create confidence in all areas

We assume that the VL can contribute to
the development of these skills as realistic
images of laboratory situations provide
opportunities for learning.
We define VL as a software simulation
experiments which data output is
indistinguishable from data of real
experiments.

Setting up wavelengths
was simple

9

33

59

0

My understanding of
fiber loss is now better

0

0

66

34

Measuring the strength
of optical signal in the
fiber was simple

0

2

72

26

Control of VL was
simple and intuitive

0

19

71

10

Functions of measuring
equipment were clear

5

12

68

15

VL gave me the similar
experience as a real
laboratory

4

16

60

20

Instructions
to
measurements were easy
to understand

0

9

81

10

Figure 5: Virtual Labs in Fiber optics subjects [15]
Tab 8. Questionnaire 2

VL opens up new challenges, such as
separation of imperfections in learning
technologies and methodologies and
developing strategies for the assessment,
providing reliable feedback on the students'
abilities. VL can also be enriched with
video guidelines for adjusting. The video
should include instructions on how to
connect the optical circuit devices used in
laboratories,
and
instructions
for
measurement.
Tab 7. Questionnaire 1
AD – Absolutely Disagree, D- Disagree, A-Agree,
AA-Absolutely Agree
QUESTION
VL
increased
understanding of
LASER

my
the

AD

D

A

AA

15

8

77

0

QUESTION

Yes

No

Were you able to identify the used
various connectors?

98

2

Were you able to perform the
experiment?

100

0

I was able to measure the output
peak power for different lengths of
fibers.

95

5

Laboratory helped me to better
understand the concepts.

100

0

I was able to set a different
wavelength ranges in Optical
Spectrum Analyzer.

100

0

I was able to set the correct OSA and
gain characteristics of the spectrum.

95

5
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Tab 9. Questionnaire 3
QUESTION

Yes

No

Control speed of laboratory was
sufficient.

100

0

Remote control software is simple to
use.

100

0

Visualization tool was clear.

90

10

It was easy to read data from the
devices.

100

0

The web interface was easy to follow
and understand.

85

15

7 VIRTUAL LABORATORIES IN
THE WORLD
Open University, since 1969, offers
distance studies and has more than 240,000
students worldwide. Until the late 90's, the
science courses provide students with kits
that include microscopes, printed circuit
boards, chemistry sets, containers or even
lasers. Students experimented at home and
then sent the unit back. But it was
expensive and not very practical.
Currently, almost all laboratory work is
available online via the university Open
Science Laboratory. Like many working
scientists, students can collect real data
from remote controlled devices. Students
can also explore realistic simulated data
from tools like a virtual microscope with
which we look at the high resolution
images instead of real samples.
Transformative Technology Lab at
Stanford University in California, goes on
with a new generation of digital laboratory
courses. One example of using remotely
controlled centralized tools for biological
laboratory - a project developed with

Ingmar Riedel-Kruse is bioengineering at
Stanford.
One of the key elements in effective
mentoring is a conversation, says Graesser.
When people only read books or listen to a
lecture receive a smattering, Graesser and
his colleagues, for example, developed a
system based on trilogies in which the
student interacts with two computer
animated agents - teachers or students.
Real students can interact with the teacher
directly, or they can deepen their
knowledge by learning with peers.
One of the biggest barriers to wide
adoption of systems for the teaching of
practical skills is that many single
experiments are not associated with
MOOCs or anything else. Once the project
is completed, you can put your application
on any website where they can be almost
none found, said Daphne Koller, cofounder of the largest MOOC company
courser in Mountain View, California.
Courser is trying to change, says Koller not only by encouraging experimentation,
but also rewriting their own software in
order to offer practical applications next
lecture courses. It is hoped that creating a
single market for these applications, and
gives them a much wider exposure.
Computer science has invaded the
educational process and is providing us
with many opportunities to exploit. An
additional challenge faced by STEM
educators has been the integration of
Inquiry Based Science Learning (IBSL) in
teaching. While the use ICT has already
penetrated in Inquiry Based Teaching, we
have yet to create and implement STEM
lesson plans that promote the development
of methodological skills and competencies,
investigation through experimentation,
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teamwork and communication among
students through collaborative activities.

interaction and direct and plausible
manipulation of objects and parameters.

In recent years, Inquiry-Based Science
Education (IBSE) has proved its efficacy
in education by expanding on “traditional”
lessons and motivating students to actively
participate in science [11]. Virtual
laboratories are an essential digital tool. In
fact, many European schools are equipped
with computer classes, tablets and highspeed internet connection while using a
huge variety of web-based learning
applications,
simulations
and
visualizations. [3]

Virtual Reality Laboratories (VRL)

8 DESCRIPTION OF VL
ENVIRONMENTS
We can divide VL environments into
following categories [16]:
Simulations
Simulations are imitations of operating
systems through time, via computers.
These represent a process on the basis of a
model that is cheaper, faster, less risky and
more affordable than the real process.
Network applets
The applets are experimental devices in
small virtual laboratories and are quite
popular in science subjects. They are small
in size and easily transported and they can
be used regardless of the operating system
type.
Virtual labs
Virtual labs (virtual laboratories) simulate
a virtual operating system, the computer
screen, Science laboratories, exploiting the
potential offered by modern media
technology
key
feature
technical

VRL workshops are computer based and
highly interactive. The user becomes a
participant in a “virtually real” world, in an
artificial
three-dimensional
optical
environment. These workshops are
essentially an interface high level including
real time three-dimensional simulations
through different sensory channels.
Laboratories Controlled
(Remote Labs)

by

Distance

Workshops controlled remotely (remote
labs, otherwise known as online labs or
workbenches) include real experiments
conducted from a distance with the use of
telecommunications, while the user uses
this technology from another location.
Most of the virtual laboratory software
consists on computing applications running
on the local user’s computer, for speed and
security reasons. They can be operated
remotely. An example are those based on
applets or robotic workshops (remote labs)
that can accept commands via the Internet
[12]
9 BENEFITS OF USING VL IN
TEACHING AND LEARNING
SCIENCE
Virtual labs can be very useful, especially
in cases where:
The experimental activities need to be
done quickly and observation and safe
measurement are not easy,
-

experimental process is very slow
and complex and there is not
enough teaching time available,
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-

experiments involve health risks

-

learning
modeling.

activities

require

VL
encourages
collaboration
and
communication between teachers and
students. STEM teachers participate
actively in the learning process: asking
questions, trying to find answers,
organizing procedures and commenting on
them, helping in formulating conclusions,
understanding
their
mistakes
and
highlighting any misconceptions.
But what are the differences between real
life experiences and those formed by
representations in a computer screen?
With VL, students acquire a tool with
which they can experiment without
limitations of time or space. They are
available all year round, as opposed to
school laboratories, limited to a specific
place and for a limited time. [4].
The use of virtual environments makes
students acquire better computer skills,
which can be considered skills for lifelong
learning. The use of these technologies
also bring together different STEM
subjects and provides with great resources
for more inclusive workshops [8].
10 ROLES AND POSSIBILITIES OF
THE ICT IN COGNITIVE LEARNING
THEORIES
Accoding to Malach, Malčík, Mechlová
in 19 the place of the ICT in cognitive
learning theory can be derived from the
reasoning of the Instructional Design (ID)
model. The ID should be based on 5 easy
principles: 1) individualization of teaching,
2) establishing short-term and long-term
aims, 3) need for planning and

organization, 4) use of the system theory,
and 5) respect to learning conditions.
Fulfilling the mentioned principles when
creating teaching programs can be well
linked with the ICT applications. This
option
is
evident
mainly
when
individualizing the teaching process (ad1)
or when using a systemic approach (ad 4),
which provides an organizational frame for
ID and at the same time does not neglect
any of the inputs, process files and results
of the teaching process.
The potential applications of the ICT in
this learning concept can be also deduced
from the teaching process sequence of
events, which result from systemic and
systematic organization of the teaching
process. The organization is as follows: 1.
Attract student’s attention; 2. Inform
student about aims and set the level of the
expected results; 3. Remind the already
learnt contents; 4. Introduce a new subject
matter clearly; 5. Control learning, require
proofs; 6. Ensure feedback; 7. Evaluate a
student’s performance and support the
transmission of knowledge and its
application in other areas.
This enumeration of the obligatory and
logic steps in the teaching process justifies
the use of the ICT in the presentational,
feedback, regulative, evaluative (both from
the viewpoints of hetero-didacticism and
auto-didacticism) functions.

11 CONCLUSIONS
The virtual Lab Concept was defined as
laboratory experiment without real
laboratory with its walls and doors. It
enables the learner to link between the
theoretical aspect and the practical one,
without papers and pens. It is electronically
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programmed in computer in order to
simulate the real experiments inside the
real laboratories.
There exists many simulations in the
mathematics education developed by
GeoGebra. The GeoGebra research
community has already international
character which brings the opportunity to
exchange the experiences in the field of
motivation of pupils and students in
mathematics and STEM education.
Visualisation through simulation in STEM
education helps students to understand new
notions, relationships between them and
incorporate this new knowledge in existing
structure. It is important for development
of different levels of thinking in science
education. Simulation is possible to use in
many e-learning courses for STEM
education and other fields such aviatics
(see [2] )
Real experiment is impossible to change
through virtual experiment in educational
process. The role of the virtual experiment
is such supporting tool for better
understanding
of
principles
of
demonstrated phenomena. If teacher has
possibility to realize virtual experiment
using computer simulation, he can develop
important students´ skills needed for their
professional life not only in STEM field,
but also in other fields (see also [15]).
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